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Abstract

this thesis is concerned with the relationship

between the theory of long run average cost and the cost-

output relationship observed in practice. The specific

purpose of the study is to assess the usefulness of the

theoretical d.efinition of long run averagie cost and the

empirical verifiability of the hypothesis that long run

average cost declines, reaches a minimum, and rises there-

after.
The first chapter examines the assumptions and

derivation of the long run average cost curve in theory.

It is shown that the long run average cost curve may be

interpreted alternatively as the e.rvelope of the short run

average cost curvesror aS the locus of points for which

the ratio of the marginal productivities of the inputs

equal the ratio of Èheir marginal expenses. The importance

of rising long run average costs for profit maximization

under perfect competition is then demonstrated, followed

by consideration of the factors determining the shape of

the cost-output relationship in practice. It is argued

that increa.sing complexity of the managerial function will

tend to increase costs, but that, this may be offset by

forces making for economies of scale. A conflict between

the strictly theoretical definition of long run average

cost and certain observed Sources of economies and dis-

economies of scale is also noted. Hor¡¡ever' the contention
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that constant reùurns to scale necessarily follows from

the theoretical definition of long run averagle cost is

shown to be unjustified.

. The above analysis is carried out under the

assumption of perfect competition. ft is argued that

imperfect competition has tlrree main implications for the

analysis. First, pecuniary economies and pecuniary d.is-

economies associated with changing factor prices woul{ be

accounted for. However, it is pointed out that pecuniary

economies may vitiate the pred.iction that the ratio of

the marginal productivities of the inputs equals the ratio

of their marginal expenses. Second, profit maximization

and declining costs per unit of output are no longer

incompatible. Third, in relaxing the assumption of perfect

competition the existence of selling costs can be recognized.

However, possible non-reversibility and variation of the

sales-cost relationship with price are advanced as signi-

ficant. obstacles to the incorporation of selling costs.

. Final1y, consideration is given to whether the

long run average cost curve should be revised to conform

more closely to the real world. It is argued that while

the inclusion of factor price changes, and indivisibilities

leave the underlying logic of marginal productivity theory

unchanged, more fundamental problems are posed by stochastic

economies and selling costs. Nonetheless, the adequacy

of theory is argued not to depend upon the realism of its'

assumptions. Rather, the criterion employed to evaluate
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t.he theory of long run averagie cost is whether the appli-

cation of the concepts involved yield consistent and

accurate predictions.

Following the theory of long run averagie cost the

empirical techniques used to determine the nature of returns

to scale are examined. For each of the d.ifferent cost esti-

mation techniques statistical production and cost analysis,

the survivor technique, the questionnaire and interview

method, and engineering estimates the general methodology

involved. is analyzed, followed by several specific illustra-

tive studies. The studies selected were chosen so as to

reveal points of.methodology; either generäl problems

involved in using a particular method of investigating costs

or the ability to circumvent problems arising in the use

of other techniques.

How the theoretical long run average cost concept

has been mod.ified in investígating the scale-cost relation-

ship is then considered. The revisions of theory implied

in the use of each method of determining cost are discussed.

Through a comparative evaluation of the efficacy of the

different cost estimation techniques the U-shaped long run

average cost curve is concluded not to be representative

of cost conditions found in industry. Finally, it is

argued. that from the viewpoint of determining whether the

cost-output relationship is U-shaped marginal prod.uctivity

theory provides an adequate conceptual frarnework.
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fntroduction

One of the main economic foundations of the anti-

combines laws is based on the shape of the long run

average cost relationship. The rise in unit costs at

small levels of output, predicted by the theory of pure or

perfect competition, constitutes a strong reason for the

preservation of competition. While cases of continually

declining long run average costs have been recognized

in the case of public utilities the traditionally accepted.

hypothesis has been that long run averag'e cost declines,

reaches a minimum, and rises thereafter. However, the

results of new empirical techniques incorporating advanced

statistical analysis do not support the existence of

d.iseconomies of scale. Rather costs which faII sharply at

first followed by constant. costs or an assymptotic cost-

output relationship are more typically'encountered.

Proposed revisions of competition policy in

Canad.a contained in the Interim Report on Competition Policy

stress the need to consider economies of scale. Ideally an

industry structure would be created such that firms would

be large enough to exploit scale economies, but where a

sufficiently large number of firms would. exist to ensure

the transmission of benefits to the consumer. To assess

whether greater concentration in any particular industry is

desirable there is clearly a need to quantify the extent of

economies of scale. For different methods of investigating
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costs certain problems may be identified. Accurate measure-

ment of scale economies rvi1I then require evaluating the

strengths and weaknesses of d.ifferent cost estimation

techniques in relation to the technical conditions specific

to each industry. However' in addition to the problem of

selecting that empirical tool which'yields statistically

valid results, the existing stud.ies sho\d that there is a

need to ensure that the economic meaning of the relationships

is not violated. 
].
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CHAPTER I

THE THEORY OF LONG

AND ARGUMENTS FOR

RUN AVERAGE COST

ECONON,IIES AND

OF SCALEDI SECONOMIES

. The concept of long run average cost attempts

to show the effects on costs per unit attributable so1e1y

to increases in output when aLI inputs are variable, and

combined so as to rninimize costs for each 1evel of output.

The nature of the cost-output relationship is described in
terms of internal economies or internal diseconomies of
sca1e. Internal economies and internal diseconomies should

be distinguished from external economies and external dis-
economies; the latter external cost effects resulting from

changes in the growth of the industry as a whole, Internal
econonies and internal diseconomies will be referred to

respectiv,ely sinply as econo-mies and diseconomies of scale.

Economies of scale as defined here will be said to exist
when costs per unit of output are fa1ling. Conversell,

diseconomies of scale occur where costs per unit are rising.
The type of U-shaped short run average cost curve

for th-e firm, when the capital stock is taken as. given, is

The method of citing references is
Government of Canada style manual
edìtors . Ottawa, Queens Printer,

adopted fron The
for urriters and

L962.



a textbook commonplace. 
t 

,t is assumed that the firm pïo-

duces å single homogeneous product. Consequently' costs

are composed of production and distribution expenditures

with se11j-ng costs being excluded. MoreoveI, cost per unit

of factor input refer to the opportunity cost involved

which is defined as the best rate of return the input could

obtain in alternative enployments. The relationships of

average total cOSt, average Variable coSt, and narginal cost

in the short run are shown by the curves ATC, AVC, and MC.

cosr/ur.

QUANTÏTY
OF OUTPUT

Figure 1-1

In the short run average

equal to capacity output,

cost.

cost would be ninimized at a ,I
where marginal cost equals average

See Ferguson, C.E.
Irwin Co. , 1969.

Microeconornic
p. 187-198.

l. th-eory. Honewood,
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For each level of capital stock, which will be

taken to be synonymous with size of plant, there results a

different SAC curve. In the long run the entrepreneur will-

choose that plant size which minimizes the cost of production

for his expected 1evel of output. l4oreover, cost mini-

mization will require that unlike tl. short run the entre-

preneur consider how factor prices change with variation in

the scale of output, where there exists imperfect competition.

Tn figure I-2 consider the case where the entre-

preneur has only three plant sizes designated SACI , SAC2,

and SAC3 from which to choose. In the real world the assumption

that the entrepreneur has only a limited range of plant

sizes or size of machine from which to choose, ilây be quite

realistic due to the ind.ivisibility of t".tor inputs. The

long run average cost curve would then consist of those

portions of the short run curves labeIIed AB, BC, CD which

give minimum unit costs for each level of output.

cosT/ur.

Qe

Fígure L-2

QUANTITY
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If the number of plant possibilities are expanded so as to

become a continuous variable, the contribution of ea.ch plant

segment to the LAc curve is miniscule. Hence, in figure 1-3

the LAC curve assumes a smooth U-shape.

In Viner's pioneering article in cost theory "Cost

Curves and. Supply Curves", it is stated that for all points

on the long run average cost curve each plant size must be

operated to capacity.2 Assume long run average cost is

constant with respect to output as in figure L-4.

cosr/
UT.

' Figure 1-3

Given perfect divisibilitY of

series of plant possibilities,

corresponds exactly to minimum

Figure J--4

inputs, and thus an infinite

each point on the LAC curve

short run average cost.

Viner, Jacob. In Readings in price theory. Edited by
G.J. Stigler and K.E. Boulding. Homewood, Irwin Co.,
L952. p. 198-232.

QUANTTTY QUANTITY

2.
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Where long run average costs a::e U-shaped, hot^;ever,

for leve1s of output less than that associated with minimum

long run average costs there would be under capacity utili-

zat.ion. In figure I-2 producing a quantity of output equal

to Qg rnakes it more profitable to operate the larger plant

SACZ at less than capacity rather than produce at capacity

output with size of plant SAC1. SimiLarLy, it can be shown

that above minirnum long run average costs there would be over

capacity utilization.

The long run average cost curye and sh.ort run

average cost curves can be alternatively deriyed through

isoquant analysis given infornation on suhstitution possi-

bilities among the inputs and relative factor prices.

Assuming perfectly divisible inputs for all points on the

LAC curve it will be seen that the least cost input combination

satisfies the condition whereby the rnarginal productivities

of the inputs equal the ratio of the narginal expenses per

unit of input in perfect competition.

. In describing the substitution possibilities

among the inputs the isoquant nay be used: An isoquant or

equal product curve shows those conbinatìons of factor

inputs, which yield a constant 1eve1 of output. Assume

there are only two homogeneous and perfectly divisible inputs,

capital (K) and labour [L), used in the production of (Q)

units of output

a = f (K,L)

If the narginal products of the inputs are positive, that is



âf > 0 ì AfãK m
>0 (1-1)

for a given increase in capital there must be a corres-
ponding reducti-on in the quantity of labour if output is to

remain constant.3 This may be expressed as

-âf
ãï

dL (r-2)

for all points along the isoquant.

The marginal rate of technical substitution (MRTS)

is the precise term for the rate at which inputs can be

substituted when output remains unchanged. This rate of

trade off at a point is given by the absol.ute value of the

slope of the isoquant at that point.4 Thus from equation

(L-21 it follows that the marginal rate of technical sub-

stitution of capital for labour equals the ratio of the

Marginal productivity may also be negative. However,
the rational producer will not operate where an increase
in one input necessitates a further increase in other
inputs just to maintain output constant.

4. The t.otal differential of the production function is

Af dK =
m

3.

dQ = Af dK
m'

Since output is constant along
and substituting there results

af dK+ af
ãK ãl,

+ af dL
ãT

an isoquant dQ = 0,

dL -0

The marginal rate of technical substitution is defined
as dK/dI,, hence

âf
=dK=Em ãr

ãE'

MRTS
KforL
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labour relative to the marginalmarginal producti'¿ity of

productivity of capital

MRTS = dK
m

à_€
- dL

ãE
ãK

(1-3)

In figure 1-5 an isoquant curve is drawn convex

.to the origin. For combinations of capital and labour K1L1r

RZLZ, and K3L3 quantity of output (O) remains constant at

100 units.

K1

K2

K3

L3

Figure 1-5

L2L1

The

some

convex shape of

degree although

the isoquant indicates the existence of

imperfect substitut.ability.5 For given

Alternative assumptions might also be made concerning
the degree of input substj-tutability. Production subject
to fixed proportions would indicate an increase in the
quantity of one input alone adds nothing to output.
Perfect substitutability between inputs suggests an
increase in the quantity of one input will leave the
marginal productivity of that input unchanged. Graphically
fixed proportions and perfect substitutability imply the
isoquants become respectively right angled or downward
sloping straight lines.

5.
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increments of capital iess and less labour can be traded off

with output held constant. In figure 1-5 equal increases

in the quantity of capital , KIR2 and K2K3, would requíre

reductions in the quantity of labour inputs by the amounts

L¡LZ and L2L3 respectively, where LLL2<LZL3. Thus as the

quantity of labour used falIs, its' marginal product rises,

while the increase in quantity of capital causes the marginal

product of capital to fall.

The nature of returns to scale can be determined.

by completing the isoquant mapping for all levels of output.

Since inputs are assumed to be perfectly d.ivisible from

equation (1-1) it. follows that isoquants become everywhere

d.ense. However, from equation (1-2) it can be shown that

isoquants never cross. The implications of inLersecting

isoquants may be examined with respect to figure 1-6.

Isoquants Ql and Q2 are shown to intersect at position B.

Figure 1-6
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Since B yields the same output as A and B yields the same

output as Ct then it follows that A should give the same

output as C. However, ât posi.tion A more capital is being

used with the sarne amount of labour which suggests that the

marginal productivity of capital must be zero. That the

marginal productivity of capital is.non-zero is indicated

by the curvature of the isoquants; implying a logical
inconsistency

. If there exists increasing returns to scale the

increase in inputs required for equal increments to output

diminishes with higher levels of output. fn figure I-7
isoquants d.esignated Q' Q2, ... r Q5 are d,rawn, representing

successive increases in output of 100 units.

Points for

are constant

' Figure L-7

which the marginal rate

are shown by the scale

of techni-caI

line OR. The

substitution

existence
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of increasing returns implies that along OR isoquants

become increasingly close together. Thusr ëIS production

is increased from Q2 to Q3 the distance AB > BC. In the

case of constant returns successive increases in output

by the same amount necessitate equa1 increases in inputs.

This indicates the distance between the isoquants remains

constant which would result if output was increased from

Q2 Lo Q4. Finally, the existence of d.ecreasing returns

would imply that the isoquants become increasingly farther

apart as over the ïange of output from Q3 to 9t.

It has been argued by Hahn that if the marginal

rate of technical substitution remains unchanged there

must exist constant returns to scale.6 Thus, Hahn states that

if two divisible inputs are combined in a proportíon a/b

and both multiplied by some factor K (k>1) then

a/b = c/d

where c = ka and d = kb. Tt is concluded there must be

constant returns to scale, since the rate at which c can be

substituted for d is the same as that at which a can be

Hahn, F.H. Proportionality, divisibility, and economies
of scale: two èomments. Quarterly Journal of Economics.
62: 132-133. 1948.

6.
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substituted fo:' b, where c and d are equiproportionate

amounts of a and b.7

The Hahn thesis may be examined ivith reference to

the Cobb-Douglas form of the production function which has

been used extensively in enpirical research. The Cobb

Douglas function may be expressed as

X = ALaKb x>o , a)o , (1-4)

K>0 , b)0 ,

L>0 , A:0

where X equals output, and A, a, and b are parameters.S

Equation (1-4) should be interpreted as follows:

1. The parameters a and b are the elästicities of pro-

duction with respect to labour and capital respectively.

2, The function is homogeneous of degree a + b inplying

increasilg, constant, or decreasing returns to scale

depending upon whether the sum of a + b exceeds,

equals, or is less than unity.

3. The rnarginal product of capital is

âX. = bAL_aKb = bX Cl- 5)

AKKaK

7. Ibid. p. Is3.

8. Walters, A.A. Production and cost functions: an
econometric survey. Econometrica. 31: 5-6, 1963.
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ivhich declines with greateï capital inputs if b>1 since

eZX/ aXZ = b (b-1) X/K2> 0 . SinLi 1arLy, the marginal prodirct

of labour is

âX = alaKb = aX [1-6)

'l,LT
4. The marginal rate of technical substitution of labour

for capital from equations (1-5) and [1-6) i-s

MRTS =ÐX/aK = bLãmt ak

For nultiples of each input conbination the sum of

a + b is not restricted to unity, which would be necessary

for constant returns.

To choose that conbinatìon of inputs which mini-

mizes cost the entrepreneur must take the prices of the

inputs into account as well as their productivities. The

prices of inputs may be represented by iso-cost or equal

cost lines, showing those combinations of inputs which nay

be purchased for a given expenditure.

' Assume there exists only two inputs, caPital and

labour, whose prices remain constant for all leve1s of out-

put. The isocost 1r-nes flay' then h.e dessrihed b-'y the

equation

Tç =rK+Ì¡L
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where TC equals total cost, r

the wage rate. In figure 1-8

super-imposed on the isoquant

of expenditure on inPut-s cost

to maxinizing outPut.

and w equals

line rlLl is

the given level

is equivalent

equals rent,

the . iso-cost

napping. For

ninini zation

K

K1

Figure 1-8 Figure 1-9

The highest 1evel of output obtainable'in figure 1-8 is QZ,

where isoquant Q2 is just tangent to the iso-cost line.

At the tangency position, corresponding to minimum

average cost for each level of output, it can be shown that

the ratio of the input prices must equal the ratio of the

marginal productivities of the inputs. fn figure 1-8 the

slope of the iso-cost curve can be def ined as or1/01,1.

Since 0K1 eQuals TC and OLl equals TC it follows that the
'rw

slope of the isocost curve is TC/TC or wlr. However, at
rw

the point of tangency slopes of isoquant anC isocost line
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are equal, so that from equatíon (1-3) one obtains

MPP,It=

wPx

This condi'tion may be alternatively interpreted as stating

that for each doIlar of expenditure on inputs cost minimi-

zation requires that the marginal productivities of the

inputs be equal.9

For each amount that the producer has to spend

on inputs there will result a different isocost curve. If

input prices remain constant as expenditures inireases, the

isocost curves will shift parallel in a north east direction.

Given isoquants which are everyvrhere dense there results a

series of tangency solutions SSI in figure 1-9. From the

curve SSI both the production and cost functions can be

easily d.erived. since for each leve1 of output total cost is

minimized and hence the amount of inputs given constant

factor prices.

The difference between the short run and long run

situations can also be examined in reference to figure 1-9.

In the short run the capital stock would be fixed at Kl.

Expansion would proceed not along ssl but along xIxl.

Since the slope of the isoquants is less than the isocost

curve at position A

w
rMRTS = dK

dL

WPr, / liI
MPPK \ ;.

9. Ferguson. op. cit. p. 165-169.
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This implies that the substitution of capital for labour

would increase output. However, restrictions on the size

of the capital stock will cause the above inequa\ity to

persist.

Similarly, where there exists indivisibilities

the ratio of the marginal productivities of the inputs

would not equal the ratio of their relative prices. In

figure 1-10 assume there exists only two plant sizes Kl

and KZ .

Figure 1-10 Figure 1-11

For leve1s of output between Q1 and Q3 the entrepreneur may

expand with an excessively large usage of capital or an

excessively large usage of labour relative to tho-se input

combinations shown by RR1 giving maximum efficiency. For an

increase in output from Q1 to QZ the entrepreneur can choose

to produce at either points A or B, The entrepreneur would

be indifferent to the available input combinations, Thus

B\
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total costs would be the same in either case since an

isocost line can be drawn through.both points A and B, as

in<licated by l1t 1 .

However, in figure 1-11 an increase in output

. frorn Q1 less than Q2 would be produced by using capital

inputs Kl and an excess amount of labour, For example, with

an increase in output from Q1 to QZ the entrepreneur could

produce at positions C or D. Since the isocost line through

position D lies above the isocost line through position C,

the entrepreneur would choose position C. By sinilar 1ogic,

as output increased by an amount greater than QfQZ there

would occuï a transition to plant size y? and excess capital

inputs

In pure or perfect cornpetition profit maximization

. requires that the lolg run average cost curve must rise.

Moreover, the increase in unit costs must supplant any

scale economies at low levels of output. The theory of the

firn suggests that producers will expand output until the

marginal revenue of an addditional unit equals itst marginal

cost. In perfect or pure competition the existence of a

large number of small producers irnplies that price is
unaffected by the quantity of or.itput supplied by each firm.

Since price equals marginal revenue then pri-ce must equal

marginal cost in equilibrium.

Assume the long run average cost curve fal1s.

Declining average cost, and smaller and smal-1er increments

to total cost, irnply that rnarginal cost mus't be less than

average cost. Producing where price equals marginal cost
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the firn v¡ould be suffering losses, obtaining a rate of

return below that which could be obtaÌned in other industries.

Alternatively, assume long run average cost is constant

with respect to output. When average cost is neither rì-sing

nor falling then narginal cost must equal average cost.

Since both marginal cost and price are constant, given

perfect knowledge and perfect resource nobility there results

a multitude of solutions consistent with profit maximization.

The producer could then expand to large size with no reductions

in the level of profits. However, where long run average

cost rises there would exist a brake on fi.rn expansion.

Where average costs are rising the increments to total cost

becoming larger and larger, then marginal cost must be

rising as we11. Since price remains constant increases in

output would then decrease profit.

Based on the following explanations for econonies

and diseconomies of scale, it is traditìonally hypothesized

that the long run average cost curve is U-shaped. First,

indivisibilities may give rise to scale economies. If labour

and equipment are available in only a linited range of

sizes, afid production takes place below capacitL output

can be increased without additional outlays. Moreover, the

existence of bottlenecks or the inability to properly

synchronize equiprnent at low levels of output, rnay magnify

scale economies due to indivisibilities. For exarnple, suppose

there are only th¡o types of machines, one producing, and the

other loading the product for shipment. If the first rnachine
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can produce 20 r 000 units per day, and the second nachine

could load 50,000 units per day, output would need to be at

least 100,000 units for ful1 capacity utilization of each

nachine. lo

Second, specialization and divisìon of labour may

result in economies of scale. A larger plant ernploying a

gïeater number of workers can enable each worker to spec ialíze

in one job. Adan Snith, in considering the manufacture of

pins was the first to ernphasise how through one man drawing

the wire, another straightening it, a third cutting it, etc.'

each worker gains in efficiency, through repetition of the

same task and elirninating tine .consuming interchanges of

plant and equipment.ll

Third, qualitative changes in inputs nay generate

scale economies as various forms of automation are introduced

which were not profitable at smaller scales of output. One

job illustrating such qualitative changes is ditchdigging

which would be perforrned inìtially by simply adding nen and

shovels, but once a certain scale is reached it becomes

profitable to enploy a modern ditchdigging rnachine.l2

10. Ferguson. op. cit. P.2II.

11. Robinson, E.A.G. The structure of competitive industrY.
Carnbridge, Cambridge University Press , 1958. p: 13:

L2. Chanberlin, E.H. The theory of monopolìstic compgtition.
7th €d., Canbridge, Harvard University Press, 1956.
p. ?35-2s6.
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Fourth, economies may be of a stochastic nature. .

This results from the fact that the variance of sales

fluctuations or the number of expected breakdowns in plant

equipnent expand less than proportionately to changes in

scale. l\lith respect to the former decreased variance of

sales r,r¡ould lower costs as f irns are able to adjust more

fully to the level of present output.

Final1y, geometric economies may occur in the

util ization of equipnent such as pipes and containers. The

material required for their construction depends on surface

area, whereas capacity depends on volume. 
. 
For example,

doubling the linear dimensions of a storage tank would

increase surface aTea four tines original size but expand

capacity eight times over

Difficulties in naintaining control and co-ordinating

the operations of various departments within the firn has

been the traditional explanation given for the exj-stence of

diseconomies of scale. With increasing size rnanagement has

to delegate authority to lower echelon enployees. This

increases the number of hierarchical 1evels over which infor-

mation and instructions must pass thereby decreasing the

quality of communication. Thus, mistakes are not only less

easily discovered but when revealed it is unclear where

responsibility 1ies.

The inportance of increasing complexity of the

managerial function has been a controversial issue. It may

be argued that if a hierarchical forn of organization was
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replaced by decentralization and the appoilttment of managers

with equal poweïs management diseconomies rvould be avoicled.

Flowever, while within any plant the orders of the manager

rnay be ef f iciently carried out, pooïe-r qual ity of com-

munication within the management sector itself may result

in the wrong orders being given. Thus Chanberlin has

observed a residual of authority rnust rernain in central

hands.13 Conditions encountered in independent units nay

not be entirely reproducible since the firn as a control

unit can not divest itself completely of control over its t

component parts. Nonetheless, one may Well question whether

the effects of such factors as specialization and division

of labour, qualitative input changesr. and indivisibilities

do not offset the tendency for higher costs per unit

resulting from difficulties of management.

A further criticism of the hypothesized U-shaped

cost-output relationship points to a conflict between the

explanations for economies and diseconomies of scale and

the assumptions of the theory of long run average cost. It

has been argued that the naj or source of economies and

diseconomies of scale is indivisibility of inputs.14

AccordinEIy, if inputs are defined to be homogeneous and

perfectly divisible the theory of long run average cost

strictly inter.preted can only relate to the case of constant

returns.

Chamberl in .

Hahn. op. ci
13.

L4.

op

t.
. cit. p.248.

p. 133-13s.
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In adcLition to indivisibilities of plant and

equipment it has been suggested that specializatíon and

division of labour are a type of indivisibility. Hahn has

obs'erved that r^¡ith perfect divisibility it is so1ely a

matter of subdividing any single productive process into a

large number of stages and this by definition is possible

irrespective of the absolute amount of factors enployed.15

' With respect to qualitative changes in inputs the only

possible explanation for the greater range of technical

possibilities with increases in scale must be in the

indivisibility of these,rtechnical possibilities".l6 While

independent of the divisibility. or indivisibility of inputs

stochastic economies are also inconsistent with the static

theory of long run average cost. Thus, the .long run average

cost concept refers to a single point in tine and does not

properly relate to arguments concerning the duration for

which demand conditions are expected to prevail and the

frequency over time of repairs. Nonetheless, consideration

of geometric economies aS well aS diseconomies resulting

from greater complexity of the nanagerial function indicate

that the long run average cost curve is not necessarily

restricted to the case of constant returns.

A final criticism is that perfect competition

constitutes an extreme and unlikely description of market

15. Ibid. p. 1-33-13s.

16. Ibid. p . T34 .
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structure. ObviouslY, perfect knowledge and perfect resource

mobility do not exist in the real wor1d. N{oreover' firns

seldon produce a single honogeneous product. Inperfectly

competitive elements in factor and product narkets have

important implications both for the nrethod of deriving and

shape of the long run average cost function.

Economies and diseconomies of scale rnay be either

technological or pecuniary in nature cons.isting of decreas-

ing technical coefficients of production or changes in the

price paid for the factors.lT Variation of input prices

with the quantities purchased results where the firn is a

large purchaser of inputs relative to total market demand

and the factor supply curve rises or fa1ls. NonetheleSS'

depending upon the context and the problen being investigated

constancy or non-constancy of factor prices may be more

appropïiate. Since factor price changes nay be caused by

monopsonistic exploitation of factor inputs,. if one is

investigating the optirnal level of output from the point of

view of welfare economies, economies wìth respect to factor

price changes nay be suitably excluded. 0n the other hand,

if one i; concerned with assessing, for example, barriers

to entry - a problern of what is; rather than what should be

all economies including those attributable to changing

input prices should be considered.

. The existence of pecuniary economies and disecononies

will require the entrepreneur to consider uihat is the marginal

17. Viner. op. cit. p. 2L0
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expense of inputs. For example, if the firn hires additional

labour causing the wage rate to rìse, expenses will increase

by more than the wage bill of the additional labourors,

because aIL workers employed now receive the new higher

price for their servÌces. The cost ¡nininization condition

.in the case of two inputs capìta1 and labour then becomes

MPPK = MPPL

I'lEt1ç MET;

where MEIK is the rnarginal expense of capìtal and MEI¡ is

the marginal expense of 1abour.18 fn the above'erample the

increase in enployment hrould be smaller than under comPetitive

conditions. Graphically, the i.socost lines would no longer

be straight lines but becorne concave to the origin.

Difficulties rnay be encountered in the analysis

where factor prices fa11 with increases in the quantity of

inputs. Reductions in input prices with increasing size

could occur where suppliers grant quantity disiounts due to

the fear of losing large contracts. In addition, econonies

nay be obtained in the financing of investrnent since

generally as the firin grohis and becomes more well known, it

needs to offer a smaller yield on bonds and stocks to

borrow from the public. In figure L-LZ assune the price of

labour rernains constant but that with increases in the

18. For a mathematical proof see Ferguson- op. cit.
p. 406-408.
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quantity of capital the price of capital falls. The iso-
cost lines indicated by the heavily shaded curved-lines

II1, ÍI2, and II3 are then drawn convex to the origin.

K
(CAPTTAL

(LABOUR)

Fígure I-Lz

Assume the entrepreneur wishes to minimize cost for a level

of output indicated. by the isoquant labelled. f*ï*. The

position of tangency between isoquant and. iso-cost curves is

shown by positj-on T. However, position T lies on the iso-

cost curve II3 which is farthest to the right. The optj-maI

input combinations are "corner solutions" such as Kl or LI

on the iso-cost curve l-12. Thus those input combinations

satisfying the condition that the ratio of the marginal

expenses of the inputs equal the marginal productivity of the

inputs do not minimize costs. However, this would only

occur where the degree of convexity of the iso-cost curves

is greater than that of the isoquants. In figure I-I2 if

the isocost curves \¡rere now to become isoquants and vice-

versa, for an expenditure shown by I*I* the tangency position

T would represent maximum output.

a1

r3
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With imperfect competition in the product market

there exist large firms which nay compete on a price and/ot

non-price basis. Large changes relative to total market

supply in the firnst output then violate the assumption that

price remains constant. Thus, Sraffa argued in the Laws of

Returns under Competitive Conditions that the firm faces

individual diminishing cost but that the entrepreneur would

be prevented fro¡n continually expanding his husiness due

to reductions in the price of his product.l9

In the traditional theory of long run average

cost selling outlays are totally excluded.. The distinction

between selling costs and costs of production and distribution

has been stated by Chamberlin to be one of whether inputs

are being used to change consumer l¿ants or to make available

a product to satisfy given wantt.20 In a market structure

of púre or perfect competition it follows from the

assunptions of product hornogenity and the existence of a

large number of smaIl sized fÌrns that selling costs will

be nil. However, in the case of oligopoly the influence

of the firms advertising on itst own demand will not be

negligibie, whi1e, in a situation of rnonopolistic com-

petition the disincentive to advertise due to large numbers

rnay be offset by the unique characterÌstics of each product,

19. Sraffa, Piero. In readings in
G.J. Stigler and K.E. Boulding

price theory. Edited by
. Honeweod, Irwin Co. ,

1952. p. 180 -I97 .

20. Chamberlin. op. cit. p. LL7.
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which can be magnified by adyertisÌng so as to better direct

consumer response.

That greater emphas is shoul-d be given to selling

costs may be justified by the following arguments support-

ing the existence of economies and diseconomies of scale.

Iirst, reductions in sales promotion costs with increases

in firn size may result, as it becomes feasible to utilize

the more efficient national adyertisi'ng nedia rather than

local advertising.2l Second, to the extent that increases

in firm size are associated with a greater number of

product 1ines, scale economies may result from joint adver-

tising of a series of related p.roducts being more efficient

than advertising individual products,22 Both changes to

different nedia and advertising of nultiple products are

equivalent to the argument considered above with respect to

production and distribution: that large size brings with

it a qualitative as well as quantitative change in input

requirements. Third, there is no reason a priori to expect

thê gains in efficiency from specializatíon and division

of labour to be any less in the area of selling costs,

than those encountered in production and distribution.

Fourth, advertising may have a cumulatiye impact, increases

Ibid. p. L34.

Stigler, G. The
and Economics. 1

2L.

?2. economies of
: 54. 1958 .

scale. Journal of Law
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in sales being snal1 until consulner resistance is finally

broken down.23

While some doubt exists ruith respect to the er¡entual

increase in unit costs in production end distribution, the

case for diseconomies of scale becomes much stronger in the

area of selling costs. In addition.to rising input prices,

and increased difficulties of management and co-ordination,

with increases in sales volume there develops increased

consumer resistance. Such increasing resistance will result

due to the fact that buyers are not equally accessible;

Some possessing more direct needs for the product or service

than others. In addition, amongst the Sane group of consumers

as quantity sold increases advertising must induce the

Sacrifice of continually more inrportant alternative needs.

The exclusion of selling costs night be defended

on three grounds. First, advertising rnay conflict with

welfare considerations through itst beìng non-informative in

content, and rnerely diverting sales frorn one product group

to another. Nonetheless, close examination of the nature

of advertising inputs will be necessarf befdre conclusions

as to the effects on social welfare can be established. ft

may be that advertising satisfies a generaL desire on the part

of consumers for yariety, although no new infornation on the

qual ities of the product is beì-ng inparted. Moreover , âs

Chanberlin. op. cit
that the cumulative
function not only of

. p. 133. ft should be noted
impact of advertising may be a
scale but of time.

?3.
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was pointed out in the case of factor price changes, if one

is investigating barriers to entry , iot example, all

economies and diseconorníes of scale are relevant.

Second., the shape and position of the curve of

setling costs will vary depending on the play of other

variables. Especially important is price which must be held

constant íf the effects of selling costs on sales are to be

determined. Graphically, this implies that although adver-

tising increases the demand at all prices, a single price

must be chosen, and the increase in d.emand at that price

examined.24 In figure 1-13 the cost-output relationships for

production and selling are combined to show the overall

effects of size on costs per unit.25 The independent variable

now becomes quantity of output produced and sold. ft is

pnice
AND COST

Q1

Figure 1-13

p. 130

QUANTITY
PRODUCED
AND SOLD

24. Chamberlin. op. cit.

25. Ibid. p. L42.

¡rc (pr )
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assumed the price is set by custom at Op1. If price is

constant at OP1 the averagie and marginal costs of produci.ng

and selling varyi-ng quantities of output are AC (P1) and

MC(P1) respectively. The profit maximizíng firm would

produce Q1 units of outpuL, where the last u¡rit is just

!'/orth the cost of producing and selling it.

The question now arises whether advertising has

the same proportionate effect at all prices. chanrl¡erlin,

has argued that while the rate of increase or decrease in

selling cost per unit and the point át which decreasing

returns set in may vary for different prices, the same gen-

eral stages will be gone through.26 Thus the contention is

that if at one price the curve of selling and production

costs is U-shaped, ât another price again a U-shaped relation

will prevail. However, if pri-ces increased. substantially
it may be economies of scale obtained when price was lower

would. be completely eliminated due to increased consumer

resistance. Thus, in figure 1-13 if price rose from P, to

P2 the average cost of producing and selling may be as

described. by the curve AC2. Ho\nr consumer resistance to

advertising responds to price changes cannot be determined

a priori.

26. rbid. p. 131.
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A thirC difficulty is that 'Lhe relationship of

selling costs to sales volume may be non-reversible. If a

firm increases advertising expenditure, and then cuts

exp.enditure by the same amount, sales volume will not return

to its' original leveL.27 Thus, Iarge increases in adver-

tising expenditures may be initially requi-red to attract

the attention of consumers. However, thereafter advertising

can be reduced to original levels since appeals designed.

to serve only as reminders may be all that is necessary to

sustain the higher leve1 of sales volume

In conclusion, severe difficulties appear to

exist in describing the cost-output relati'onship observed

in practice. Part of the difficulty arises from the ínter-

pretation of the theory of long run averagie cost. Indivisi-

bilit,ies, factor price changes, and d.ynamic considerations

may all be inconsistent with interpreting t,he long run

average cost concept as requiríng that the ratio of the

marginal productivities of the inputs equals the ratio of

their prices or marginal expenses. However, this pre-

d.iction was obtained under one set of assumptions and

through the same process of deduction the cost curves can

be alternatively d.erived under dif ferent assumptions, whi.ch

are more applicable to the real world. Thusr the assumption

27. It should be noted. that certain economies or dis-
economies in production and distribution may also not
be ful1y reversible. For examPle, in imperfectly com-
petitive labour markets an expansion in demand for
labour may generate pecuniary diseconomies but when
demand falls back workers may refuse to accept reductions
in wages.
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of perfectly divisible inputs,28 and constant factor prices

may be suitably relaxed.29

Despite incorporation of indivisibilities and

factor price changes certain sources of economies or dis-
' economies of scale will be excluded. In the area of selling 

l

costs the need. to examine whether tl" cost-output relation-

ship holds for different prices as well as increases or

decreases in sales volume cannot be considered simply dif-

ferences in interpretation. Moreover, stochastic economj.es

pose more fundamental difficulties for the analysis since

the theory of long run average cost is inherently static in

nature. Nonetheless, it should be emphasised that the con-

clusions not the assumptions of theory are tested against

reality. While the theory of long run average cost may

exclude certain sources of economies or diseconomies of

scale, the question arises whether the results are signifi-

cantly altered

28.. See belovr pp. 14 16.

29. See belo\^r pp. 22 24.
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Chapter II

The Empirical Investigation of Economies

and. Diseconomies of Scale

. The existing methods of investigating economies

and diseconomies of scale include statistical production

and cost analysis, the questionnaire and interview method,

engineering estímates, and the survivor technique. Statis-
' tical production and cost analysis utilize the familar cross

sectíon and time series approaches, which like the question-

naire and interview method have been used extens'ively in

other empirical research. Engineering est.imates are obtained

from a building up of the relationship between inputs and

output from individual pieces of equipment or Process areas.

Finally, the survívor technique attempts to d.etermine

efficiency from changes in the firmsr market share over time.

Of the various cost estimation techniques a general

clasSification can be made into ex post and ex ante studies.

Statistical productLon and. cost analysis, as well as the

survivor method are ex post attempts to determine the nature

of returns to scale while engineering estimaÈes are ex ante

in approach. Where the questionnaire and interview method

have been uSed businesSmen were asked to predict how costs

Would respond to changes Ln output. Since causality was

implied the existing questl.onnaLre and interview studLes may

also be classed as ex ante. The distLnction between ex post

and ex ante studies has relevance for the tyPe of problems

encountered in empirical analysis. Studies of an ex ante
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nature have less diffículties with respect to the problems

introduced by product differentiation, external influences,

and the determinatíon of causalitlz in the size-cost or input-

output relationship. However, avoidance of such difficulties

may have resulted in exclusion of relevant economic variables

or reliance upon subjective and inaccurate information.

Statistical Production and Cost Analysis

In measuring economies and diseconomies of scale

of the firm cross section analysis involves a comparison of

cost-output or input-output data for oifferent firms within

the same industry at a particular point in time. Alternative-

ly, time series analysis might be undertaken for the same

firm over time. The following problems are encountered in

both time series and cross section analysis.

First, the f irm seld.om produces a single homogen-

eous product. Vlhere the firm produces ä number of different

products in varying proportions two basic approaches have

been used. Either output is treated as multi-dimensional

and attempts made to allocate costs among individual products,

or a composite measure of output is constructed.

A second difficulty occurs in attempting to eliminate

the influence of numerous external factors. Where the effects

of such external factors vary with the size of firm¡ deter-

mining how costs respond to changes in size alone becomes

especially difficult. In this context the controversía1

iSsue of whettr-er large flrms rrndertake greater fesearch and
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deveiopment should be considered. Key factors in exami;ring

the relatíonship between technological innovation and firm

size are competitive pressures, size of investment funds,

and. divisibility of research and development inputs. Further,

differences in the quality of factor inputs particularly

managerial efficiency may vary with size. Vüith increases

itr size it may be argued a reduction in the quality of

managerial inputs will occur due to a divorce of ownership

and management. On the other hand, formal traíning and

recruitment programs instituted by large fi-rms may increase

the quality of managerial ability. Whether such forces

would tend to cancel out making the disturbance truly random

is then subject to question.

An additional complicatj.on is that it may be dif-

ficult to distinguish which factors are external. This may

occur, for example, in the case of qualitative changes in

inputs which may be the result of size or the firms'

location in a particular geographic locale. Similarly, in

investigating the cost function adjusting costs for different

price levels at the time of purchase may also eliminate

pecuniary economies and diseconomies of scale.

A third problem is that the series of obseryations

will reyeal firms in various stages of diseqUilibrium. Due

to imperfections in mobility substantial time will be

required for the placing of orders, and for the production,

delivery, and installation of equipment, The observations

r.rt].I then be inf luenced by short run f actors. Moreover t
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while firms may have completely adjusted to ttre planned

level of output, errors in forecasting sales and a resultant

d.ivergence between planned. and actual output may cause

firms to be not only out of long run equilibrium but short

run equilibrium as weIl. Consequently, the fitting of a

producti-on or cost function to unprocessed data will cl-early

yíeld biased estimates of the 1evel of the curves. Finally,

it, has been argued that large firms are more 1ikeI1z to be

in long run equilibrium causing the slope to be also affected.

Fourth, consideration must. be given to the range

of output: While for the observed range of output no

indication of rising long run averagie cost exists, it can

not be conclusively established that the long run average

cost curve is not U-shaped. The possibility exists that

study is being made of only a portj-on of the long run average

cost, curve. Also, the converse porposition applies. Vühere

there exists indivisibilities a U-shaped relation for the

observed range of output may be atypic for the long run

average cost curye as a whole.

, fifth, the relationship among the variables may

be one of multi-latera1 rather than uni-lateral causation.

The production function and cost function are parts of a

simultaneous system of equations. Not only does outpút

determine costs, but the theory of profit maximization sug-

gests output is influenced by cost. Similarly, for the

production function the quantity of inputs determines the

quantity of output, but the quantities of various inputs are
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influenced by the level of output through the marginal

productívity conditions .

The Statistical Prod.uction Function

Considerable study has been made of the aggregate

production function aoplicable to an industry or for a

sector of the national economy. Such research has attempted

to determine the role of technology and economies of scale

in promoting growthr âs well as the constancy of labours'

share of output. However, relatively few studies have been

made of the production function of the firm although the

theory of production is strictly applicable only at the

micro=level. Moreover, in investigating the nature of

returns to scale pecuniary economies and pecuniary dis-

economies rr,rould be excluded. Hence, only in perfect com-

¡retitLon could. the results of statistical studies of the

production function be interpreted as an overall measure of

economies and diseconomies of scale.

Regression analysis may be used to determine the

nature of returns to scale by the fitting of an appropriate

equation to input-output data. The Cobb-Douglas function

ls frequently used as the general form of such equations.

This may be expressed in stochastic form as

Xit = AL1¡aKi¡oU1a c2-1)

wtr-ere Vra is a random disturbance and the subscripts

i oL,2t "'t n indicate the number of firmsr with
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t = 1, 2t ..., n referring to the number of time perj-ods.l

Equation (2-1) can be expressed as

l=a-+al+bx+V e-2)

where the superscript indicates natural logarithms and

the subscripts have been dropped for convenience of notation.

The parameters Ã, a, and b could. then be estimated

from the principle of least sguares. The least sguares

method requires that the sum of squared deviations of

observed from expected values be minimized. Assume the

estimated values from the sample regression function are

given by

bK (2-3)

where the superscriptz. designates ""ti*.t"d values. Sub-

tracting (2-3) from the values of the underlying population

in (2-2) it is necessary that

Etx-î-ar,-611 2 e-4)

1. The equations in cross section and time serÍes analysis
are respectively

xil = Ar,ilaKitbu*

and

Xlt = AL1¡aK1¡bUta
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be miniinized for all observations 1, 2, ..., n. Through

analysis of variance tests it could then be determined

whether the parameter estimates were significant of cor-

relation. Fina1ly, through comparison of the size of the

residual variance from equation (2-4) with the total

variance the correlation coefficient (tZ) could be computed

to deternine the explanatory power of each of the indepen-

dent variables.

The ability of the feast squares principle to

yield best linear unbiased estimates and the applicability

of analysis of variance tests d'epends upon the following

assumptions. First, the relevant variables must be observed

without error. Second, the disturbance is assumed to be a

randorn normal variable with zero mean for all t. Third,

the explanatory variables must be independent of the dis-

turbance. Fourth, the disturbances are homoscedastic or

constant at ar:y given tine t. Fifth, the disturbance in

period t is independent of the disturbances that emerged in

period t-1, t-2, etc. Sixth, there must not exist nulticol-

linearity or dependence among the explanatory variables.

An analysis or survey of the results of sampling

experiments atternpting to assess the errors resulting from

the failure of the above assumptions is beyond the scope

of this paper. However, it can be shown that the regression
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coefficients will be biased if there exists either measure-

ment errors, absence of normality, or correlation between

the explanatory variables and the disturbance.2 th" existence

of heterosced.asticity, serial correl.a+,ion among the disturb-

ances t ot multicollinearity among the independent variables

will vitiate the minimum variance property of the estimator=.3

Finally, unless the disturbances are normally distributed

with a mean of zero and constant variance, standard F and

t-tests will no longer be strictly valid.

A test on the homosced.asticity of the disturbances

could be performed by marking off arbitrary intervals on

the input axes and calculating the variance about the

regression surface wíthin each interval. fn addition, a test

for serial correlation among the disturbances is provided

by the Durbin-Vfatson d statisticS Theoretically, certain

See Johnston, J. Statistical cost analysis.
McGraw-Hill, 1960. p. 31-43.

Ibid. p. 31-43.

New York,

Let zE (t = L, ..., n) denote the residuals from a

fitted. least squares regression. The d-statistic is
cal-culated as

2.

3.

4.

m

d= X
!= 1

Comparison is then made
associated with random

(zt zr_t)2

2,2t

of Lhe theoretical d values
d.isturbances, and Èhose calculated.
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transformations of the data could then be made to randomize

the disturbance. However, in practice 1itt1e information

is generally available on the form of the heteroscedasticity

or .serial correlation to suggest the appropriate trans-

format ion .

. In addition to the Cobb-Douglas equation other

forms of the production functì-on may be desirable due to

the existence of specification error. One disadvaitage of

the Cobb-Douglas production function is the inability to

incorporate various degrees of input substitutability. In

lieu of the marginal rate of substitution such substituta-

bility will be more appropriately described by the elas-

ticity of substitution concept; the latter being independent

of the units of measurement. The elasticity of substitution

nay be defined as the proportionate change in the capital/

labour ratio induced by a given proportional change in the

factor price ratio. For the Cobb-Douglas function it can

be shown that the elasticity of substitution is equal to

unity.S However, many processes may have very low elas-

ticities of substitution, or zeTo elasticity of substitution

as in the case of fixed proportions. Thus, errors rnay

result from attempting to force the data into a mould that

stipulates unitary elasticity.

See Ferguson, C.E. The neo-classical theory of pro-
duction and distribution. London, Cambridge University
Press, 1969. Ch. 5.

5.
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A more general specification

function is the constant elasticity of

equation. This may be expressed as

of the production

substitution (C .8. S .)

OT

x= c!-ax-P +(1 a)Ln-/-v/P

in logarithmic form

los X - logc - ulp 1og /ãr-P + (1 - {t-!7.

The degree of honogeneity or the nature of returns to scale

is indicatecl by V. The efficiency parameter is.c deter-

rnining the size of output for given quantities of inputs.

Relative intensity of capital and labour for each level of

output is shown by the parameter a(0<a<1). Finally, it can

be shown that the parameter p is obtained by

P= f -r Q-5)

where b is the elasticity of substitution.6 Equation (2-5)

suggests that as the elasticity of substitution tends to

infinity p approaches -1, while as the elasticity of sub-

stitution approaches zero p approaches infinity. However,

the presence of the parameter p also indicates that the

c.E.s. equation has the disadvantageous feature of being

non-linear in the logarithrns. No simple method of classical

6. Ibid. ch. s.
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linear estimation, in v.'hich the properties and assymptotic

tendencies of the estimators are well k-nov¡n, can be used.

Resort must then be made to ad hoc methods.T

The C.E.S. form of the production function will
reduce but not eliminate specification error. First, for

any particular equation of the C.E.S. or Cobb-Douglas type,

the elastj-city of substitution is assumed to remain constant.

However, with increasing output inputs undergo a qualitative

change due to an expansion of technical possibilities.

Second, a single equation of the C.E.S. or Cobb-Douglas

foqm could only be used to test whether the hypothesized

patter of increasing, constant, and. then decreasing returns,

as in the U-shaped long run average cost curve does not

exist. Thus, in the Cobb-Douglas function the parameters

a and b are independent of output, and similarly for the

parameter estimate V in the C.E.S. equation. lrlhere such

independence does not exist'specification error would result

unless distinct groupings of observations over small levels

of output, and large levels of output were constructed and

separate functions fitted to each. However, studies in

which the production function is described. by a single

equation can be used to investigate thenajor criticism

of the assumed U-shaped cost-output relationship, i.e.,

whether diseconomies of scale are ever encountered in

7. See above p. 59.
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practice. While in the nature of a partial analysis of

the problem of cost estimation certain inportant features

of the relevant relationships may be revealed.

' The simultaneous nature of the production function

relations indicates the d,irect application of ordinary least

.squares methods yield biased and inconsistent estimates.

This can be illustrated with reference to the Cobb-Douglas

production function. The marginal productivity conditions

for labour and capital are respectively

ü = "X = !-l-. Vr (2-6)
ð¡ L pg r

âX = '^X = !2 v^ (Z'7)
ôK DÎ %' 

uz

where the Vi (i = 1, 2) indicate the disturbances and Pg,

Pl, and P Z denote respectively the prices of output, labour,

and capital. Expressing (2'6) and (2-7) in logarithmic

form there results

log ¿ * log X + 1og P0 = 1og Pl * 1og Vt + 1og L

1og b + 1og X + 1og Pg = 1og P, +1og YZ * log K

Again using the superscript - to denote natural logarithms

in perfect competition one can write

x = c-1 + t *v]. (z-8)

x =dz *ñ *fz G-s)
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where õ1 ana õ2 are constants with

C2

log P1 log P6 log a

l.og P2 log P6 1og b.

Substituting (2-8) into (2-2) and solvj-ng for L gives

f,=A+bK+U-V. C.l_r
1a

The explanatory variable I is dependent on the disturbance

Ú and by similar logic it. can be shown I also depend.s on Ú.

Thus, if the disturbance in the production function is

positive and output above normal, the n..ra"r marginal

productivities of the inputs would. result in greater quantities

of inputs being used. *

To eliminate simultaneity bias possible methods

of estimation includê calculation of reduced form equations

and two stage least =q,,,.te=. 
I The use of reduced form

It should be noted that the extent of simultaneity bias
will'be affected by the state of competition in product
and factor markets. If a positive disturbance caused
output to be abnormally high but a steeply falling
demand curve and sharply rising input supply curve
caused large j-ncreases in the real wage rate the feed-
back effect on the quantity of input used would be small.

An additional approach is that of Marschak and Andrews
which involves the use of a prior restrictions on the
parameter values obtained from profit maximizing con-
ditions and economic interpretations of the residuals to
achieve identification. However, this approach has not
been used at all extensively, since rather than unique
estimates of the parameters of the production function,
one is only able to narrow the range of admissible values.

-t_

8"
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equations involves solving multiple equation systems so that

each equation contains only one current endogenous variable.

The resulting coefficients of the rerjuced form would be con-

sistent and perhaps unbiased. It would then be necessary

.to 
unscramble the structural parameters in the original

equations from the red.uced form estimates.9 Alternatively,

through two stage least squares methods, first, the least

squares regression of the explanatory variable on some

specified exagenous variable is calculated. The explanatory

variable expressed. as a function of Lhis exogenous variable

would then be substituted back into the original relation

and ordinary single equation least squares regression per-

formed,.lo

For the prod.uction function relations described

by.equations (2-Z¡ (2-8) and (2-9) difficulties are

encountered in estimation of the structural parameters since

all variabl-es are endogenous. In two stage least squares

regression it would be impossible to remove the correlation

between the explanatory variables and the disturbance by

the first least squares step. The use of reduced form

9. See Johnston
McGraw-Hi11,

10. rbid. ch. 9.

J. Econometric methods. New York,
1963, Ch. 9.
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equations would result in problems of identífying the pro-

duction surface from the combination of the marginal pro-

ductivity equations.

The problem of identifícation arises since a

linear combination of the marginal productivity conditions

yi-elds an equation that has the same form as the production

function. Mui-tipllzing equation (2-e) by m and equation (2-9)

by (1 - m) and adding gives

*f = *õ + *r,-+
l_

(1 -m)i =(1 -

*V,I

m)õ2 + (1 - m)Ï + (1 - m) v-z

x-*cf +(1 -m)dZ* mI+ (1 -m)Ï+ni-v1 +(1 -m)Ve

The resulting equation like the production function is

linear in the logarithms of output and the two inputs. Con-

sideration must then be given to the interpretation and size

of the disturbances. Unless, the disturbances in the

marginal productivity conditions are independent of and

large relative to the disturbance in the production function

identifícation would be impossible.1l

11. It is always the function whích is subject to the
smallest variance which is identified. The standard
example given is the identification of the supply
function from a series of price-output observations.
If large changes in income have occurred the demand
curve would shift tracing out observations along the
supply schedule.
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Cross Section Analysis

In industries where market conditions approximate

those of pure or perfect competition cross section analysis

rnay be restricted j-n usefulness. Given that prices of input

and output will remain constant to the firm, if entrepreneur-

ifri.p and the production function were identical f or all

firrns, it has been argued there exists no observable inde-

pendent force capable of generating different 1evels of

output.l2 Rather all firns would prod.uce at the ninimum

point on the long run average cost curve.

Despite constancy of input and output prices in

pure or perfect competition arguments have been advanced

attenpting to show that the production function can be deter-

mined. First, it has been maintained that nistakes in the

forn of producing too much or too little will yield a series

of identifiable observations.l3 However, if nistakes are

large enough to generate a wide range of outputs, mistakes

will also be large enough to perrnit of wide variation in

the degree to which inputs are properly adjusted. Since

the existence of nistakes will affect the variance of the

introduction to econometrics.
1968. p.288-289.

L2. Walters
London,

13. Ibid.

, A.A. An
Macni 1 1an ,

p. 289.
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disturbance in both production and rnarginal productivity

equations identification will not be possible. Second, it

has been argued that the ownership of specia1-ized resources,

particul ar1-y entrepreneurship, will identify the production

function.14 However, this would result in shifts in the

production function with the result that one would be

measuring the marginal productivity equations.

One means of identification, which avoids the above

difficulties, results from imperfect nobility of factor

inputs. In pure competition one may postu.late that firms

will face random differences in factor prices. There would

then result a series of different points on the production

surface as in figure 2-I. Assume the actual production

function for firms in the industry is given by the locus

of points RR1. The relative prices of labour and capital

CAPTTAL

LABOUR

14. rbid. p. 292.

Figure 2-L
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facing the firm are given by the paralle1 iso-cost lines

II1, II2. From a cross section sample Cifferences in

relative factor prices would result in the iso-cost lines

inåicated by dasires. Since in pure competition each firms'

purchases would have a negligible effect on input prices,

'differences in factor prices could be assumed to be random

with respect to firm size. A group of points such as A, B,

C, and D would. be evenly distributed around RRI, resulting

in an average version of the production function.

. In imperfect competition firms wou1d. be faced with

differing elasticities of the demand for output, and differ-

ing supply elasticities of factor inputs. The marginal

productivity conditions of the firm are

-xo = Pt [t + (I/E;l
- % l_'. r'2"4

bxo= P2 tK pol_ +
+1

1

;i
"r-J

¡x
F

(1
(1

where E* denotes demand elasticity, and E" and E* indicate

the supply elasticities of labour and capitai respectively.

lVhether sufficient variance will be imparted to the marginal

productivity equations to trace out the production function

depends on the movement of factor prices as compared to the

variation in the price of output over the cross section.
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Hov¡ever, while one may be able to derive unbiased estimates

of the parameters of the producti-on function, the econoinic

meaning of the results becomes uncertain. Where firms are

prod.uci-ng differentiated products attempting to infer the

production function of any particular firm within the product

group, from the resulting observations becomes especially

questionable.

' Time Series Analysis

In time series analysis the problems resuiting from

the lack of an independent force generating different leve1s

of output in perfect competition are considerably lessened.

The firms' level of output will change with variations in

the price of output resulting from changes in consumer

tastes or income. However, additional problems will result

in isolating internal and. external economies or diseconomies

of scale as well as removing the effects of differences in

technology.

Growth of the industry may cause changes in factor

prices or the physical productivities of sorne inputs. For

example, external diseconomies of a pecuniary nature may

result where industry expansion requires inputs which must

be bid away from other industries. A1so, external diseconomies

could occur in the exploitation of natural Tesources such as
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logging where resort must be made to progressively less

favourable stands of timber. On the other hand, manpower

training programs paid for by pubtic funds and falling

input supply curves may cause external economies. Graphically,

external economies or diseconomies would respectively raise

or lower the level of the fj-rms production function.

To remove the effects of changing technology and

possibly external economies and diseconomies a multiplicative

trend term is usually inserted in the production function.

Tn the case of the Cobb-Douglas production function the

amount of output in time (t) resulting frora the contempor-

aneous emplol.ment of labour and capital woul-d become

x(t) = Aeat L(t)b x(t)"

or in logarithmíc form

log x (t) = logA+at+ blog L (t) + clog K (t) .

were held constant

over time.15 The

15. The effects of changes in technology and industry
growth are specified as being neutral. The marginal
rate of technical substitution is unaffected since

rXlrK bX L bL
4 

=

ðX/ At K aX bK

If the quantity of labour and capital

output would change at the rate of rrarr
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use of a trend term assumes that the advancement of tech-

nological knowledge or industry growth is a linear,

logarithmically linearr or some other regular function of

time. Ho\^zever, bias may well remain if such changes occur

sporadically. An explicit measure of the above factors would

then be required. For example, in labour intensive industry

Niitamo's introduction of a variable called the level of

knowtedge, defined as the ratio of each years grad.uating

class from lower secondary schools to the size of the work

force, may be a superior measure of technological progress.16

Measurement and the Quality. of Data

One of the basic assumptions of regression analysis

is that the variables are observed without error. With

respect to the measurement of labour d.ffferences in the quality

of labour inputs preclude the simple adding of the number of

persons employed or the number of man-hours. However, a

standardized unit of labour could be obtained by referring to

the workers' marginal productivity. The quantities of dif-

ferent types of labour could then be weight.ed since in

16. Niitamo, O. The development of productivity in
Finnish industry 1925-1952. Prod.uctivi-ty Measure-
ment Review. 15: I-L2. 1958.
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equilibrium the marginal procluctivity of the worker equais

his wage.17

Especialty intractable problems occur in the

measurement of capital. The approp.riate concept of capital

inputs is one of the capital services provided, since wide

fluctuations can occur in the degree of capacity utiLization.

However, no satisfactory nethod exists for ensuring that

capital inputs are standardized. It has been suggested that

the capital stock deflated by the percentage of the labour

force employed would approximate the quant.ity 
"l capital

servicer.lS Nonetheless, the distinction between fixed and

variable costs suggests that such a method would under-

estimate capital services.

A further problen in the measurement of capital

occurs in attempting to aggregate different kinds of nachines,

buildings and inventories at different stages of their life

cycle and the process of technological change. Unlike the

case of labour inputs the price of capital cannot be used

in the aggregation process. This results from the fact

that the relative prices of equipment are determined by

future profit expectations.

L7 . Walters, A.A. An introduction to econometrics.
op. cit. p. 829 .

18. Solow, R.W. Technological change and the aggregate
production function. R. Ec. and Stats. 39: 312-20.
19s7.
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Wit.h respect to the measurement of output firms

will seldom be producing perfectly homogeneous products.

Changes in the quantity of inputs required may result simply

from the inability to obtain a standard unit of output.

Moreover, although the product may be roughly homogeneous

consideration must be given to the product mix. Tn the

multi-product firm a variation in the facilities for pro-

ducing one commodity or service may change the production of

other goods and services in the same direction. Where the

firm produces a relatively small number of products the

production function might be derived for each output simul-

taneously through the use of multiple correlation techniques.

However, Lf the firm produces a multitude of dj-fferent pro-

ducts the only practical possibility may be to construct a

composite measure of the value of different outputs. It would

then be necessary to correct the data for average ¡rice

ch4nges due to imperfections in competition in the case of

cross section studies or changes in demand for the firms

product in time series analysis

In addition to measurement difficulties unprocessed

data may be subject to the problem of multi-collinearity

whereby the explanatory variables labour and. capital are

correlated. In cross section studies a trend would exist

for large firms to employ a greater number of workers. The
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extreme case of perfect multicollinearity would suggest

that the associated variances could not be determined.

Where there exists less than perfect multicollinearity the

variance estimates will be biased upwards by an amount

depending upon the strength of correlation between capital

and labour. While i-n tine seriet utt"lysis similar inter-

correlation ivould exist the relationship would be cyclical

in nature and hence nay be less pronounced than in cross

section studies.

Illustrative Studies of the Production Function

A cross section study was un¿ertaten by Klein for

the production of railroad services in the United Statet. l9

Unlike most studies Klein was able to take into account the

simultaneous equation effect. Moreover' a check on the

nornality and independence of the logarithmic disturbances

in the simultaneous equation system was undertaken.

The fact that the railroad industry is a regulated

sector of the economy, in which each carrier accepts the

traff.ic as given, can be shown to simplify the estimation

procedure. Th.e central problem of each f irm is then to

mininize costs of the existing or given leve1 of traffic.

19. K1ein, L.R. Econometrics. Evanstonrlllinois, Row

Peterson. 1953. p. 226'236.
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For the i'th firm or carrier the production function for
net passenger miles X.,; is expressed as

Xti = AXZí. ni ci di . ui ( 2-IO)

where XZí is net ton miles, ni is man hours, c! is tons of

fuel consumed, and d is train hours utilized.2o The total
cost of the inputs is

wn1+qci+rdi (2-11)

where w equals average hourly earnings, q equals average

fuel costs, and r equals average cost of capital services.

Minimizing total cost (2-rr) subject to (2-10) the resulting
marginal conditions are

qci
*tri = -vti Q-Lzl

rdi 
= -rr ,- r1\mi vzi (2-13)

where Vii ( i = L, 2') is a random disturbance.

It is seen in equations (2-L2) and (2-L3) that
contrary to the competitive model of profit maximization

output does not appear. Assumíng that firms face random dif-
ferences in factor prices this implies that the system of

equations (2-10) (2-L2) and (2-L3) is recursive, since each

can be esÈimated in turn through two stage least squares

methods.

20. The specification of the function may be criticized due
to possible multicollinearity between the input variables
and the output measure ton miles.
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I{ith respect to the qual-tty of d.ata Klein was able

to obtain a measure of the flow of capítal services. The

mea.sure chosen was train hours. Urrfortunately data on

train hours neglect varying length of trains. To ensure

that passenger and ton mj-les r¡/ere homogeneous output variables,

average length of haul (Zfi) was introduced as an added.

explanatory variable, âs well as a measure

product being transported fZá1. Final1y,

of

AS

the type of

might be

expected problems are encountered in the measure of the

price of capital services. This was obtained by dividing

non-Ì¡¡age maintenance outlays by the number of train hours.

However, non-wage maintenance outlays as a measure of the

total costs of capital services are deficient since such

outlays would. be partly determined by the usage of equipment

in prior years. Moreover, the measure of toLal costs would

neglect equipment for which it was considered unprofitable

to undertake repairs.

The results appear to indicate increasing returns

to scale. For seventy-eight carriers producing both freight

and passenger service, the regression equation is

1ogn1 + 0.1349 log ci + 0.3124 log d.i

.8410 + I.I220 1og Xrt + 0.1807 log Xri
(0.2404) (0.0422) (0.0208)

0.3864 log zti 0.2788 1og zZi
(0.10s7) (0. 0e04)

(2-L4)
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The numbers in parenthesis indicate standard errors. The

regression coefficients are all relatively high multiples

of standard errors and the multiple correlation coefficient

was reported as 0.99. Transforming equation (2-I4) into

the origj-nal exponential form of the production function

y].el-d.s

XIi = 5.62 *Zi-}'16.n'0'89 ..i0'12.d'0'28 .rtig'34.22'0'25

Thus, the exponents are seen to exceed unity. Vühether, in

fact there exist increasíng returns, however, ilaY be debatecl

since the disturbances showed large departures from normality

and correlation significantly different from zero was found

between the disturbances in the marginal productivity

equations and. the production function.

It, has been observed that a large number of studies

have been made of public utilities and. railroads.21 The

findings generally indicate either constant or falling long

run average costs. Nonetheless, these results are not

inconsistent with traditional theory since public utilities

and railroad.s have always been consj-dered exceptions to the

normal hypothesis of a U-shaped long run averagie cost curve'

2L. Walters, A.A. Production and COst functions: an
econometric survey. op. cit. p. 50-51.
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A study has been undertaken of halibut fishing using

both C.E.S. and Cobb-Douglas forms of the prod.uction functíon.22

An especially significant feature of this study is the attenpt

to .take into account differences in managerial ski1ls.

As a measure of capital services the market value

of the boat was divided by fifty and nultiplied by the

number of days at sea during a year. Labour input is measured

simply by multiplying the number of fishermen aboard by the

number of days fished. A variable referred to as "catch per

skate", .? is also introduced to account for differences in

the density of the fish population.

Cross section estimates for thirty-two boats in each

year from 1958 to 1964 are obtained using an ad hoc approxi-

mation to the C.E.S. function. The equation fitted is of the

form

1og q = a0 + a1 1og K + a? 1og L + ar(1og 5)2 + aolog c +v
L

where q equals output, v is the disturbance' and a term

log c addeð..23 The regression coefficients a1 and aZ, which

22. Comitini, Salvatore and Huang, David S. Production
and factor shares. Journal of Political Economy,
75:366-372. 7967 .

23. For the details regarding statj-stical properties of
the C.E.S. parameter estimates see Knenta, John, 0n
estimation of the c. e. s . production function.
International Economic Review. Vo1. VIII, 1967.
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indicate the nature of returns to sca1e, are in almost all

cases insignificantly different from zero. This nay be

attr ibutable to high collinearity between labour and capital-.

Moreover, the authors state that basing the measure of K on

the rnarket value of the boat at the end of 1964, will result

in larger and larger errors of observation as one goes back

in time.Z4

To more adequately measure capital. services time

is included as an additional explanatory variable. The Cobb-

Douglas function is fitted to the entire sample of seven

cross sections. The resulting regression equation is

1og q = .525 + 0.111t + .214 1og K +.621 1og L (2-15)
(.300) (.0100) (.0620) (.0770)

+ .576 1og C RZ = .759
(. oó10)

In addition a pairing of the questionnaire and interview

method, by which the ski11s of the captain were ranked, and

nultiple regression analysis was used.25 The following

24. Comitini, Salvatore, and Huang, David S. , op . cit. ,
p. 370.

?5. The authors state that an individual who had been
with the halibut industry for many years and was
thoroughly familar with the boats and their captains
evaluated entrepreneurial ski11.
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equatj.on was estimated for the seven cross sections

1og q = .00595t + .I2I 1og K + .702 1og L
(.00e86) (.0670) (.07e0)

+ .897 \42 + .77 3 MS + .495 log C

(2-16)

(.314) (.500) (.06se)

where M1 - 1 if the captain is excellent and = 0 otherrvise,

M2 - 1 if the captain is good and - 0 otherwise, and M5 = 1

if the captain is average and = 0 otherwise. Both equations

(2-15) and Q-f6) indicate slightly decreasing returns to

scale, the sum of the coefficients for labour and capital

being .835 and .823 respectively. Howeverl the findings are

subject to the criticisn that single equation least squares

estimates may be biased by the simultaneous equation effect.

The above studies both encountered difficulties in

obtaining an adequate measure of capital services. In

attempting to rectify this problern some studies have distorted

the meaning of the production function. In a study of coal

production in Great Britain by Lomax capital inputs were

neasured ,by the amount of coal cut by machinery and obtained

independently by pneumatic picks over tlie period 1927 to

Igß.26 It is stated that there is obvious danger in taking

partial output figures as an independent variable but this

26. Lomax, K.S. Coal
Britain. J.R. S. S.

production functions for Great
ILS:346-51. 1950.

+ .99SM1
( .327)

R2 = .781
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is outweighed by the advantages of an index which signifies

actual use and does so efficientty'.27 The conclusion of

this study is that a one percent change in capital and

labour would result in an approximately similar one percent

change in output. However, since seventy-five percent of

output was mechanic aILy cut and thus entered into the measure

of capital the nature of returns to scale has not been

determined.

Statistical Cost Analysis

A major advantage in the analysi-s of the cost

function is the ability to describe in a single equation cases

where the nature of returns to scale is changing. Three major

hypotheses concerning the slope of the cost-output relation-

ship may be described by the inclusion of first, second, and

third degree terms in output. The cost function may then be

specified as

Yt= r0*.1X1t* 
^ZXZI 

*"3XSt*...+ "kXkt*Ut

f = (1, 2r...rî)

where Y, denotes total cost, X1t represents the rate of

output, while XZ, and Xra may designate squared or cubed

27. Ibid. p.346.
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terms in output. The renaining Xts would be external

factors, whose influence one is trying to hold constant.

The application of least squares techniques to the

above cost function requires consideration of how the leve1

of output was determined. Let the d.enand function be of

the form

Pt = a0-u1Xt

where Pt is the price associated with output Xa in period t.

The total cost function is assumed to be

IIt= B0* BlXt *BZXIZ* Ut

where U¡ suggests that costs may vary from period to period

about the expected value of the polyrromal. On the assump-

tion that businessmen are atternpting to maximize profits the

leve1 of output would be

xt = "o - 81 + vr e-rl)
Z(at*BZ)

where Va is the divergence between actual and desired output.

In perfect competition equation (2-I7) would be expressed

AS

Xt = "0 - 81 * Vt (2-18)
zBz

since a1 equals zero.
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Equation (2-18) indicates that wíth perfect

competition little variation in output would be observed

in cross section analysis since the only possible source

of output change would be random dj-sturbances about the

profit maximizing position. In time series analysis while

changes in price may generate different ouÈput levels there

remains the additional problem of correlation between the

disturbance terms in the cost function and the output

determination function. Consequently there would also be

a lack of independence between the explanatory variable

and the disturbance in the cost function since

E (X¡U¡) = a0 81

T
E(ur) + E(Utvt)

= E (UtVt)

where E represents expected va1ue.

Independence of the disturbances in the output

determination function and the cost function is not a likely

result. Rather if costs are above expected. levels output

will be below that planned. For example, a disturbance such

as a machine breakdown which elevates costs above expected

levels will result in a reduction in output below that

initially ptarrnea?8 Consequently, unless a check has been

28. Johnston,'J.
p.41.

Statistical cost analysis. op. cit.
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made of the independence of the <listurbances, the findings

of statistical cost studies are methodologica1-ly suspect.

Cross Section versus Tirne Series Analysis

Cross section studies of the cost function and

production function in pure or perfect competition encounter

similar problems with respect to a lack of independent stimuli

generating different 1eve1s of output. A1so, common to both

studies of the producti-on and cost functions will be the

problem of eliminating differences in entrepreneurial

ability and the quality of factor inputs. Finally, the source

of infornation on costs has been accounting data. In cross

section analysis it may be unlikely that the accounting

records of a group of firns are comparable. The author of

a well known text on financial statement analysis has

cautioned:

"the figures of one enterprise nay be compared with

those compiled for another only with great care.

The conbination of the financial statement data of

different enterprises for statistical studies is

usual-1y unsatisfactory .t'29

29. Srnith, Caleb A. Statistical cost functions. In Cost
Behaviour and Price Policy' NBER, Princeton, Princeton
University Press, 1955, P . 216.
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Especially, important in this context may be differences in

the depreciation methods used by firms. Depreciation charges

may be allocated according to the straight 1ine, double

dec.lining balance, or sum of the years digits techniques.

For example, the straight line method would uniformly a1lo-

cate costs over time, whereas the double declining balance

or sum of the years digits technique charge a greater pro-

portion of costs to the early years in which the equipnent

is being used

The regression fallacy has been a common criticisrn

of cross section studies of the. cost-output relationship.

Friedman attempts to explain the regression f.a|Lacy by means

of the following example:

"suppose a firn produces a product the demand for

which has a known two year cycle, so that it

plans to produce 100 units in year one, 200 in

. year two, 100 in year three, etc. Suppose also

that the best way to do this is by an arrange-

rnent that involves identical outlays for hired

factors in each year (no variable costs). If

outlays are regarded as total costs, average cost

per unit will obviously be twice as large when

output is 100 as when it is 200. If instead of

years one and two we substitute firms one and two,

a cross section study would show sharply declining
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average costs. When firnns are classified by

actual output essential-Ty thi's kind of bias

arises. The firns with the largest output are

unlikely to be producing at an unusua1-:--y lorv

leve1; on the contrary they are 1ike1y to be

producing at an unusually high'1eve1 and con-

versely for those which have the lowest output. "30

Considerable confusion appears to exist in interpreting the

regression f.aLlacy as elaborated by Friedrnan. It has been

stated by Borts that the regression f.a1-1-acy as it applies to

scale economies has never received an unambiguous definition.Sl

Friedman would appear to be emphas iziig the normal rate of

output as opposed to temporary fluctuations in determining

the quantities of inputs to be used. However, it has been

argued by Walters that in discussing a'known two year cycle

of production Friedman neglects the fact that for all firms

in a given industry in a given year the state of the busi-

ness cycle will be approximately a constant f.actot.32 While

30. Friedman, M. Comment, In Conference on Business
Concentration and Price Policy, Princeton, Princeton
University Press, 1955.

31. Borts, G.iT. The estimation of rail
Econometrica . Z8:108-131. 1960.

32. Walters, A.A. Expectations and the
in estimating cost functions. Rev.
422?10-215. 1960.

cost functions.

regression fallacy
Ec. and Stats.
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the observations will reflect short ïun differences in

capacity utilization Friedman does not show that such dif-

ferences will be related to size of firm.

. An alternative interpretation of the regression

fallacy suggested by Borts enphasizes the divergence of the

observed output rate due to unforseen changes in d.enand.33

In addition to the short run and long run cost curves, one

nay then define a third cost curve the "short run maladjust-

ment cost function".34 'This latter cost function ind.icates

actual costs which deviate from the plant curve depending

upon the extent to which the planned leve1 of output is

achieved. Tn-e envelope of the short run maladjustment cost

curves would then give ,the plant cost curve. However, again

as in the Friednan version there is no explanation given

as to whether the effects of unplanned changes in output

will be related to firm size.

To extract the long run average cost curve from

the observations capacity output and planned output might

be introduced as explanatory variables in the cost-output

function. It has been suggested that an equation may be

fitted as follows:

* n(QtP - Qtt) * c (Qt - QtP)ct = aQtc

33. Borts. op. cit.

34. Wilson, T.A. and
behaviour in U.S.
46;41-54 '

p. 1-1-4,

O. Eckstein, Short run
manufacturing. Rev.

product iví ty
Ec. and Stats.
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v/here Ct is total cost in time tt Qt. is capacity output.,

OtP is planned output, and Q¿ equals actual output.35 Hov¡-

ever, the follorving criticisms may be made. First, only

where ihere exists constant returns to scale will the para-

meter B measure solely the effects of changres in capacity

utilization peculiar to the short run. Where the nature of

returns to scale varies the parameter B will partially

include the effects of changes in capacity which are implied.

by the theory of long run average cost. Second, stochastic

economies resulting from a proportionately smaller variance

of sales fluctuations with increases in scäl-e would be

excluded. Even where there exists constant returns treating

differences in the degree of capacity utilization and the

inflationary effects on costs associated with unplanned

output changes as completely external to the cost-output

relationship may only result from a rigid adherence to static

concepts. Thus, in both cases there arises the problem of

distinguishing internal from external factors.

. Time series analysis encou.nters problems of dif-

ferences in technology, and removing the effects of external

economies and diseconomies as in studying ttre production

35. rbid. p. 43.
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function. However, it also becomes necessary to correct the

data for factor price changes. The method of adjustment used

has been to super-j-mpose some particular set of base factor
prices to the actual factor inputs in each period. This

procedure assumes that changes in factor prices during the

period have not resulted in a shift in the physical propor-
-tions of the factors employed. However, if factor sub-

stitution did occur the combination of factors employed

would be more expensive at the prices of the correcting

period than the different combination which would have been

used had the prices of the correcting period actually pre-

vailed.

Bias may also result in time series analysis due

to the method of allocating depreciation costs. This would

occur where there exists a divorce of ownership and manage-

ment. During periods of slack demand management may charge

a smaller proportion of deprecj-ation costs to that periods

operation in order to appear to be making profits. Thus,

low levels of output and below normal profits may result in

an understatement of actual costs.

Measurement and the Quality of Data

Where the firm or plant produces many differentiated
products it becomes difficult to identify ind.ividual costs.

The usual method. employed is to construct an output index

by weighting quantj-ties of differing output with estimates of
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average direct costs. However, thi-s anounts to determining

output by costs, i.e., to introd.ucing a spurious dependence

where measurement of an independent relationship is wanted.

Other weights used include relative produce pri-ces ¡ or the

amount of ra\^/ materials entering into the dif ferent products.

Relative factor prices would be inadequate as one cannot

simply assume that a higher price for a particular good

or service will cause more of that good or service to be

produced. The amount of raw materials utilized would also

be unsuitable due to the d.ifficulties in summing physically

diverse inputs. However, an alternative method where the

number of products is sma1l would be to again use more

than one measure of output as independent variables in

multiple correlation analysis

ïn add.ition to the ¡roblems of dif ferences in

depreciation methods and changing factor prices an intricate

processing of accounting cost data may be necessary due to the

following difficulties. First, the concept of cost used in

economic theory is opportunity costs. To translate account-

ing costs to costs as perceived in economics a value will

have to be impüted to those productive factors supplied by

the owner. The most significant component of imputed

costs would generaíly be the value of services provided by
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the owner, which should be measured by thre highest interest

rate such fund.s could obtain elsev¡here. In addition, the

value of services of an o\,1¡ner-manager should be included in

opportunity costs but ín accounting data would generally

appear under profits. While accounting costs may under-

-estimate opportunity costs due to failure to include pro-

ductive factors supplied by the owner, over-estirnation may

occur if payments to o\ÁIners of productive services, which

are specific to the firm, and worthless if not employed by

that firm are included. Examples of productive factors

specific to the firm would be local monopoly rights and public

carrier licenses granted by the government, or a highly

specialized entrepreneurial skill which is a natural endow-

ment.36

Second, the unit period for accounting purposes

will generally be longer than the unit economic period.37

For each accounting period observed output will not be pro-

duced under the theoretically desirable condition of a

uniform rate of production within the period. While the

extent of such variations in output may be lessened

if the length of the period of observation could be

36. Vüalters, A.A. Production and cost functions: an
econometric survey. op. cit. p. 42.

37. Johnston, J. Statistical cost analysis. op. cit.
p. 26-27.
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shortened, problems would occur ín matching cost and output

figures. Thus, it may be argued that changes in the rate

of output within the interval of observation will inevitably

bias the observed relationship due to averaging effects.

Illustrati-ve Studies of the Cost Function

A study of electricity generation in Britain has

been undertaken by Johnston using both cross section and

time series methods.33 Moreover, fifms produce under the

directions of the Central Electricity eoarã and were not in

the position of adjusting output in the search for maximum

profits. Since the level of output is an exogenous variable

the simultaneity bias is thereby avoided.

For the period. L928 to J-947 time series analysis

!ì/as used giving total corrected working expenses as a linear

function of output, measured in Kilowatt-hours, and time.

Working expenses \,vere used as a proxy for the variable costs

of economic theory and includ.ed: (1) fuel costs , (2) salaries

and wages and (3) repairs u.rrd *.irrtenance. To maintain a

constancy of absolute and. relative factor prices each

component of working expenses was deflated with a selected.

38. rbid. p. 44-73.
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price index number. It is necessary to consider whether

the implied assumption of unchanging factor proportions is
::ealistic. If rnachines are in poor working order fuel costs

may be increased. A rise in the price of fuel may result
in greater repair:s being undertaken indicating factor
proportions may well vary. Finally, an additional source of

bias may result from pecuníary economies of large firms

being excluded.

For twenty three firms the predominating type of
equation shows total costs as a linear function. of output

with or without the inclusion of time as an explanatory

variable. For eight firms the.trend. term proved significant
while for six firms a quadratic cost function significantly
improved the goodness of fit. The existence of a quadratic

cost function for six firms may result from greater variation
in the range of output since in a few cases the highest

plant level is as much as seven times as great as the lowest,

but in most cases the ratio is about 2:1.

' A cross section study of the variation of working

expenses with the leve1 of ortput was conducted for the year

L946-L947. Johnston states that while there exist dif-
ferences in the type, âg€, absolescence of plant, and near-

ness to coal fields among firms, the influenbe of such

factors will average out with large sample size.39 For forty

39. rbid. p. 51.
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firrns with output ranging from 1.1 to i1150.5 units a simple

linear regression was obtained

Y = 57.6 + 1.3298X (2-19)

R2 = .9534

where Y equals total working costs, . 
and X equals output.

FinaIIy, it is state,J that terms in XZ and X3 were both non-

significant.4o

A logarithmic function incorporating thermal ef-

ficiency as an additional explanatory variable was also

fitted for approxirnatet.y the same forty firms. Through the

introduction of thermal efficiency at.tempt was made to

account for differences in the a1e, type, and efficiency of

different plants. The logarithmic form was chosen since a

given change in thermal efficiency nay be expected to exert

a constant proportional change, rather than a constant

absolute change in total costs. The resulting equation was

Y = 8.301 X0.79198 -0.0175V

where Y and X are defined as before, and V equals thermal

efficiency. Holding V constant the relationship of average

working expense to the 1eve1 of output is given by

; = s.89s6 x-o ' 
2081 

e-zo)
X

40. Ibid. p. 66.
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The linear function of equation (2-19) and logarithnic

function in equation (2-20) yield contradictory results:

suggesting constant and increasing returns respectively.

Unfortunately, r€ither the standard errors are included

or in equation (2-20) the correlation coefficient so that

one cannot determine which more accurately describes the

variation of lvorking costs with changes in output.

With respect to capital charges again a linear as

well as logarithnic function was tested. Unfortunately

the unavailability of British statistics necessitated

resorting to American ð.ata. Mo.reover, it is noted that plant

costs will be influenced by the date of installation; plant

and construction costs being high in the period from 7920

to 1930, 1ow from 1930 to 1940, and high again in the post-

war era.41 To account for variation in load factors a

measure of the percent of ful1 rated capacity utilízation

(P) was included in the logarithmic function. For 73 firms

the following equations were drived:

Y - 382 +1.8030 X +.0003674 Xz (2-27)

and R = .9301
0 .97 46 - 0.114s9P

Y = 8.898X (2-22)E

41. rbid. p. 68.
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In equation (2-ZI) a term in X2 proved significant whj-1e in

equation (2"22) holding capacity utíIization constant average

capital charges rvere reported to fa11 sharply at first and

then leve1 off.

It is concluded that examination of, working

expenses and capital charges indicate that long run average

costs fa11s quickly and steeply thereafter approximating a

straight 1ine. However, the following criticisms may be

nade. First, output is not perfectly homogeneous. One

kilowatt produced for one thousand hours is qualitatively

d.ifferent to the buyer as well as the supplier than a

thousand kilowatts produced for one hour. Second, either

factor price changes have not been accounted for, or the

nethod of holding factor prices constant, itself, 1ead.s to

error. Finally, the use of data on capital and working

expenses fron two completely diverse sources conflicts with

the marginal conditions underlying the theory of long run

average cost.
' A second study

nay be viewed as a direct

increasing complexity of

in diseconomies of scale.

of life assurance in Great Britain

test of the hypothesis that

the managerial function will result
42 Cross section analysis was under-

taken for the year 1952 of the relationship between total

42. rbid. p. 106-110
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annual premiums and the sum of managenent expenses and

commission, expressed as a percentage of premium income" The

correlation coefficient between the expense ratic and the

logarithm of total annual premiums is -0.3702 which for

61 observations is significant at the 5 percent 1eve1.

It is stated that the results may be bíased due to

two factoi's. First, due to the payment of the initial

cornmission and other expenses associated with the issuance

of the policy, firms with a greater proportion of new business

rnay be expected to have a higher expense ratio. Second,

total annual premiums may consist of individual policy

business or schemes business such as 'group life or group

endowments.43 Schemes business is serviced at much lower

expense so that the inverse relationship between the expense

ratio and total premiums may also be explained by a greater

proportion of schemes business among large firns.

To check the validity of the above relationship

the data was stratified into three groups, according to the

amount of schemes business, and the percentage of new

premiums to total premiums hlas included as an additional

explanatory variable. For each of the three groups the

partial correl'ation coefficient was calculated between the

expense ratio and the logarithm of total premiums with new

rbid.43. p. 107.
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premiums as a percent of total premiums held constant. The

partial correlatíon coefficients in order of increasing

schemes business were -.5546, -.4482, and -.7869 which are

significant at the 5 percent, 10 percent, and 1 percent tevel

respectively. It is concluded that allowing for the effects
of schemes and new business again the expense ratio declines

with increasing total premiums.

The following factors should be considered in
evaluatÍng the observed relationship of expense ratio to

total premiums. First, the quality of management and techno-

logical efficiency may vary with size. The latter may be

especially important as increasing complexity of the

managerial function is allayed by the introd.uction of.data
processing systems and computerizatioir. Second, there may

exist simultaneity bias since part of the observed cost-

output relationship may be the result of entrepreneurs

adjusting output in the search for maximum profits.

Conclusions on Statistical Production and Cost Analysis

The statistical approach used in the analysis of

production and cost functions is based on the mathematical

theory of statistics, a theory suggesting how inferences

may be drawn from a random normally distributed sample.

In the natural sciences where one can conduct controlled

experiments a relationship, subject to experimental error,

may be readily investigated with statistical techniques.

However, in economic applications it is less obvious that
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the assumptions of theoretical statistica'l models are satis-

fied due to the existence of a multitude of simu.ltaneous

events, and relationships assocíated '¿ith the problem being

inves'bigat.ed. The situation has been described as one in

which:

"the economic system grinds out itsr complex

convolusions; the myriad of actors, consumers,

firms regulatory agencies, and governmental

units act and interacti a more or less imperfect

collection of statistical agencies records, with

various degrees of errors and omissions, partial,

quantitative measures of this evolutionary

working process, and the poor econometrician

comes along in the wake of the monster,

gathering what data he can in an attempt to

test various hypotheses about the aspects of

economic activíty."44

The Survivor Technique

While both the survivor technique and. statistical

cost analysís are of an ex post nature unlike statistical

cost analysis the survivor technique makes no reference to

the actual cost records of a firm, Rather, the level of

44. rbid.
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costs is inferrecl by changes in the percent of industry

output supplied by the firm.

The fundamental assumption of the survivor prin-

ciple is that only efficient firms will be able to survive

in a competitive market structure. Expressing this

principle in Darwinian terms l4arshal1 states that as a

general rule the law of substitution - which is nothing

more than a limited and special applicatíon of the Iaw of

survival of the fittest tends to make one method of

industrial organization supplant another when it offers a

,direct and immediate service at a lower pti.".45 The survivor

technique then proceeds to solve the problem of determining

the optimum firm size as follows: classify the firms in

an ind.ustry according to size and calculate the share of

industry output contributed by each class over time,46

Size classes experiencing increasing shares of industry

output are assumed to be efficient, while evidence of a

declining class share ís taken to mean relative inefficiency.

However, such efficiency is defined in a broader context

than the theoretical concept of efficiency in production

and distributj-on, which assumes a given set of demand con-

ditions. An efficient firm would be one capable of meeting

the problems of the total economic environment including

45. Stigler, G. Economies of sca1e, Journal of Law and
Economics. 1:54-66. 1958,

46. Ibid. p. 56.
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prediction of future demand, introducing new products,

unstable foreign marketsr gene::al recessions, etc. Such a

broadening of the definition of efficiency implies, more-

over, that since the total economic environment will- seldom

be the same for all firms even in the same industry, there

will be a range of optimal firm sizes"
' The importance of competition as an eliminating
mechanism underscores three key questions. First, how is
the industry to be defined? This decision will establish

what data are included in the estimation procedure. The

solution suggested by economic theory whereby all firms
producing "closely substitutable" products constitute an

industry is fraught with difficulties in a world where firms
produce multiple differentiated products. Second, given the

different forms competition can take, how is it to be deter-
mined whether there exist.s sufficient competition to result
in a proper test of efficiency? No exact rules exist for
judging at what point spatial or product differentiation

barriers render firms non-competitive. Further with respect

to the number of firms in an industry, dissension exists in
the literature as to whether the survival principle operates

under oligopoly. Third, in terms of different objectives

of firm behaviour will firms in an industry be equally

aggressive in attempting to expand their share of the

market? For example with the divorce of ownership and

management sales revenue maximization rather than profit

maximization may be the desired goal. Even where firms
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procluce homogeneous products evidence of an increase in

market share by one firm does not necessarily indicate

greater conrpetitive ef f ici-ency. The expansion j-n market

share may reflect the willingness on the part of management

to aecept lower profits, to the extent that it would not

compromise the "normal" rate of return expected by the ov¡ners.

Illustrative Survivorship Measures

The pioneering study of long run average cost by

means of the survivor principle was conducted by G. Stigler,

who applied the technique to the production of steel ingot.47

The percentage of industry capacity contributed by both

differing firm and individual plant sizes was calculated

for the years 1930, 1938, and 1951. To better ensure that

all firms were supplying a coflrmon market and producing the

same quality of steel ingot, analysis was restricted to

firms using similar production processes. A fairly large

number of firms vlere producing ingot; the average for the

years observed being 52 firms. For individual firms with

a capacity of from 2à percent to 25 percent of industry

capacity their market share gre\¡/ or remained. constant.

This range was then concluded to be consistent with optimum

size. While it cannot be established how much greater than

the minimum are the costs of firms experiencing declining

market shares, since the share of firms with less than a

47. rbid. P, 57.
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half percent of total capacity felI more than firrns having

greater than 25 percent oapacity, the forrner is stated a.s

being subject to greater diseconomies of scale,

A total of li-7 individual plants were also studied.

The smallest size groups again are shown to decline. Plants

having a capacity less than 3/4 of a percent of the total

capacíty experienced reduced market shares, while the

remaining plants with capacity from 3/4 of a percent to 10

percent of the total exhibited no systematic tendency towards

smaller market shares.

Two main difficulties are associated with the

above findings for steel ingot. First, it is recognized

that shifting industry boundaries make the identification of

whether the market is national or regional in sccpe d.ifficult

to determine. The solution to Lhis problem is not satis-

factoryr âs Stígler simply asserts that a national classi-

fication probably does less violence to the facts than a

sharp regional classification.4S Second, the question arises

of how representative are the findings. The possibility

that the economic enwironment and forces affecting the size

distribuËion are untypical, in terms of the underlying

trend is large when focusing upon only three points in time.

Also, many size classes were characterized by a paucit)' of

firms as well as plants. For example, the largest 4 firm

sizes included on average only 2 or 3 companies while the

largest 2 plant sizes contained a maxlruum of 3 plants over

the years 1930, 1938, and 1951.

4a. rhid, p' 57.
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A second stud.y, undertaken by Stì-g1er , for companies

in the automobile industry reduces the problem concerning

the extent of the market and refers to annual data for the

entire period from 1936 to i-g55.49 Companies \i,lere classified

by expressj-ng actual production (rather than capacity) as

a percent of the total national out¡tut of automobiles. It

was observed that changes in the size distribution d.uri-ng

different periods varied with price controls introduced in

the immediate post war period and two years after the start

of the Korean War. Thus, long run average cost was believed

to rise for the largest outputs in inflationary times, when

price control-s existed, although no such tendency was

thought to result in other times. Fi.nally, although subject

to fairly erratic movements the share of smaller companies

over a longer span of time falls.

The major deficiency in applying the survivor

principle to the automobile industry is the restrictÍons on

competition deriving from the sma1l number of firms in the

industry. Stigler regards this as only a statistical

problem, which reduces sample size, and no consideration is

given to the more fundamental issue of how the nature of

competition will be affected. The justification for this

treatment it. would probabty be argued. is tre broader context

in which effic.iency is defined. Thus, applying the Darwinian

rationale the economic environment would be seen as providing

49, Ibid. p. 61.
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sufficient tests of fitness or efficiency in the form of
such factors as unstable foreign markets, strained labour

relations, government regulation that even if collusive
agreements existed unpredictable factors introduced by a
changing economic environment would dissolve checks on

competition and firms less able to cope v¡ith the new

circumstances would. be extirpated. Nonethel-ess, it has been

maintained that large firms have the power to significantly
refashion the environment according to their own liking.
Galbraith contends the giant corporation through. advertising,
increasing complexity of the managerial function, and re-
investment of profits is immune. from the control of consumers,

stockholders, and the capital market. Further, through

vertical integration and the monopolization of inputs required

to produce in an industry inefficiency wilI remain. That

many of such elements are present in the auto industry is
evident and suggests the inappropriateness as a testing
ground for the suryivor technique.

' Having examined the studies by Stigler it is seen

that the effectiveness of competition in the industries

selected is uncertain. Further, to explain why some firms

are more able to compete effectively, it is necessary to go

quite beyond the survivor technique. Thus, survival may be

attributed to different goals of firms behaviour, techno-

logical change t or circumvention of the law. Finally, to

clarify the relationship between competitive effectiveness

and 1ow costs, greater attentioir should be given to whether
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plants are operated by one piant firms or multi-plant firms

so as to eliminate internal cross'subsidization.

Questionnaire and Interview Method

Investigating 20 manufacturing industries Bain

asked businessmen to estimate the ml-nimum physical production

capacity of plant required for lowest unit costs of production

and distribution.50 Also, businessmen were questioned

on the percentage by which total unit costs would. be higher

below minimum efficient scale (M.E.S.). For two industrj-es

plant scale economies were classed as "very important" as

(M.E.S. ) exceeded 10 percent of total market capacity and

unit costs \^rere elevated by 5 percent or more at half
optimal sca1e. Five industries v/ere thought to have

"moderately important" plant scale economies, M.E.S. being

4 Lo 6 percent of market capacity and unit costs raised

by at least 5 percent at half optimal scale. For nine

industries a small M.E.S. and relatively flat scale curve

indicated unimportant plant scale economies.5l The greater

frequency of a smal1 M.E.S. is consistent with traditional

theory. However, rather than a U-shaped relatíonship

unit costs may eventually become constant. Fina11y, no

systematic relationship between plant scale economies and.

concentration was found.

50. Bain, J.S. Barriers to new competition. Cambridge,
Harvard University Press, 1956. p. 71-93.

51. Ibid. p. 103-105.
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A distinctive future of this study is the ciear

separation between economies of the large plant and

economies of the large scale firm. Questions on multi-

plant economies revealed either economies did not exist or

where present were of slight magnitude'

The vafidity of results obtained through a question-

ning of businessmen will vary according to the nature of the

industry in which firms operate and the skill of the invest-

igator in formulating questions. An initial requirement

is that demand conditions not act to constrain f.irrns from

attaining large síze. If due to the nature of demand only

smaIl scale operations could be. sustained firms may lack

any knowledge of minimum efficient scale considering the

question to be irrelevant in terms of present output. Ïn

the opposite case where production takes place significantly

in excess of minimum efficient scale businessmen may be

reluctant to disclose information fearing the dissolution

of the existing industry structure. Further, in the

formulation of questions d.ifficulties in translating ideas

from the economists language to that of the businessman

may introduce erroT. For example, Lf ínformation is sought

on the variation of production and distribution costs with

scale¡ the distinction between distribution ànd selling

costs as perceived in economics must be made clear.

Engineering Estimates

Investigation of economies and diseconomies of

scale from engineering data offers two main advantages.
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First, the assumptions of engineering data are consistent

with those of the theoretical long run average cost relation-

ship. Capacity is varied while supply conditions, product

design and location are all held constant. WiLh respect to

technology changes in techni-que do enter but are confíned

to the existing knowledge of the state of the arts. Second,

unlike statistical cost and production analysis, and the

survivorship technique observations are not restricted to

the narrow range of outputs which producers consider com-

mercially profitable.

. Most engineering estimates are based on input-

output type models. Data on the relationsirip of inputs to

outputs is obtained from engineering text-books where such

relationships have been calculated based on the laws of

physics and chemistry. It is generally individual pieces

of equipment or process areas for which data is available.

For example, to determine the input requirement for an

unspecified model the hardness, tensile strength and resis-

tance to shear necessary to produce a given result may be

given. the units of study then are separate physical

processes which must be combined to give the overall input-

output function

The manner in which the engineering production

functl.on relates to the traditional production function of

economy theory has been described as fo11ows52 the production

52. Cheneryr
Q.J.E.

H.B. Engineering production functions.
63: 507-531 . 1949 .
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functíon of economic theory may be written

X -f (U1r...r Um) Q-23)

where X is output per unit of tj-me and U (i = 1r... rm) is

thé quantiiy of each physical input. A number of engineer-

ing variables (Vi) will describe each unit of physical input

.yielding

U1 = Ui (V1, , Vn) .

The engineering production function would then be

X = ø (V1'...rVn) (2-24)

"in"e the.U's in equation (2-23) may be expressed in terms

of V1r...,Vn.

Through a similar transformation the cost function

can also be obtained. If the price per unit of physical

inputs is P1 then total costs are

m
c=: uiPi

I
(2-25)

where

Pi = Pi (VIr.. . ,Vn) .

Since both quantities and costs are functions of the engineer-

ing variables, equation (2-23) may be expressed as

c = g(V1,...,Vn) . (2-261

The usual mathematical procedure for minimizing cost for any
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given output then follows from equations (2-24) and (2-26).

Iltustrative Engineering Esti-mates

Ferguson has developed a multidimensional marginal

cost function for air transportation.53 Explicit examination

was given to the effects on costs of changes in the quality
of output, technology, as well as the rate of output.

For each product characteristic, which is considered

significant in terms of costs, output is considered to have

another dÍmension. In air transportation output may be

specified as depending upon hours, speed, and weight. This

is written as

X=3600Hf, VW

where

= output measured in ft.. lbs.
produced per month

= number of hours flying time

= velocity in fE. /sec.
= gross weight

Hh

v
vü

Weight and hours are

of output while speed

istic

For changes

in the amount of fuel

consumption depends,

maintain an airplane

interpreted as quantit,at,ive dimensions

is considered. a qualitative character-

in each of the above variables changes

consumption is then determined. Fuel

first, upon the power required to
in level equilibrium f,light, and. for

53. Ferguson, A.R. Empirical determination of a multi-
dimensional marginal function. Econo¡netrica.
18: 2L7-235. 1950.
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ground operations (taxiing, take ofi, and landing),

Second, fuel consumption will vary according to the power

produced as determined by the efficiency of converting fuel

into useful power. Fuel consumption (F) expressed in terms

of engineering variable is

3600 Hh(b1s1 + b2s2 Pv3 +2w2 -T) + b Mu + E

(2-27)

total fuel
consumption

flying
time

F=
b2sfPV

ô-p

ëlrag coefficient for zero
wini area in fL.z
paràsite area in f.L.2
factor of induced drag
power equivalent of jet th

cornbustion energy in ft. I
lb. of fuel
propulsive efficiencY
the:mal efficiency

nurnber of lanclings
fuel consr:rned per landing
fuef consurned in other
ground operations

e¡

where

bl =
sl=
s2=
b2=
T=

c=
ô=-pêt=

lift l
I a.a"rminants
I of power
I required

rust 
J
ì

lre ,l""" I dete:minants of
f po*"t produced
I /nr. fuel consumed
I

J

l
f

)

þ=
l1lb =

f,=
cleterminants of
total fuel
consr:rned in
ground operat.ions

It is stateil that the form of equation (2-zl ) is

independent of t,echnological change, tyPe of. aircraft employed,

the conditions of operat.ion, or institutional factors.

From equation (2-27) the marginal cost of quali-

tative changes is then obtained by substituting X/ (3600 W V )

for Hh and taking the partial derivative of fuel consumption

with respect to sPeed:



âF=
AV

'-l-l
I

x
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(b1s1 + sù pv - 9_.,,brsr.Pv"Cee.\^¡pE'

Similarly the marginal cost of technological changes such as

changes in wing design could be determined:

âF=
F1 " I u,Lp\r3 /2) - (zw2 /b2p,r=r'!

âF =
mh

Finally, the marginal cost associated v¡ith each of

the quantitative dimensions of output is calculated. To

eliminate qualitative changes speed and the number of land-

ings is held fixed. The relationship between changes in

hours and fuel consumption is

3600 (brsl * s2 + 2w2 T)+ kmb
pv3 b1s1PV

c.ep. e¡

Since a curvilinear relationship results, assuming factor

prices constant, partial support is given to the hypothesis

of a u-shaped long run average cost. T¿{lLh respect to the

second, quantity variable, changes in gross weight of the

airplane, the effects on fuel consumption in landing could

not be established. However, the relationship between

changes in gross weight and fuel consumed in the air is

calculated as

b2s1PV

function.

(4) (3600) Hn
+

?.Ä =
â¡¡

w

yielding a linear

c.eP.et
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The above study has marfe no use of stand'ard

sta-tistical analysis. Vfith respect to the ability to direct-

ly control- for qualitative changes in output, and changes

in technology, the engineering approach is clearly superior.

However, Ferguson states engineering studies must be supple-

mented by or considered ancillary to statistical investi-

gations since the amount of effort that must be expended'

to obtain: a quantitative statement of the determinants of

each type of input in a complex industry is very great

and in Some cases impossibl".54 Nonetheless' used in CoÍt-

bination with statistical studies a knowledge of engineering

relationships may be highly useful. Engineering data may

suggest the relevant variables, and the shape of the

equation so that only the values of the parameters must be

determined from the observations.

A second study by Moore cornbj-nes the engineering

approach with statistical techniqu"".55 Fot the equipment

studied engineers predict geometrical relationships will

exist. This suggests an equation of the form

Q= axb

provides an appropriate basis for fitting a least squares

line to cost,:.capaclty data. The relationship between

capital costs C and output capacity X wil-l be one of

54. Ibid. P. 233.

55. Moore, F.T. Economies of scale:
evLdence. Q.J.E. 732 232'245'

some statistical
1959.
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increasing, constant t or decreasing returns depending upon

rvhether the scale coefficient b is' Iess than, equals r ot Ís

greater than unity.

Moore made a deliberate attempt to ensure the data

was homogeneous with respect to the different methods of

expanding ptant and equipment. Study was restricted to

complete new plants and balanced additions.

In all cases where statistical tests have been

applied aluminum reduction, aluminum rolling, aluminum

drawing - the scale coefficient is not significantly different

from I at the .05 significance leveI. (see Table 1) It is

also stated that the same applies to cement although the

standard deviation is not giverr.56 The findings may be

criticised d.ue to failure to measure strength of correlation

and standard. errors. Moreover, almost no information is

given on the range of output considered. Extrapolation

of the regression line, however, may lead. to serious error.

For example, in the building of fractionating towers, it

has been stated that an economical limit is reached at

about twenty foot diameters beyond which very heavy beams

are nece==.ty.57

Through similar methods Ha1d.i and Whitcomb have

obtained various estimates of the scale coeffici"rrt.5S This

56. Ibid. p.

57. Ibid. P.

58. Haldi , J. ,
industrial

242.

235.

and Whitcomb, D.
plants. J.P.E.

Economies of scale in
752 373-385. 1967.
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Tabl-e 1

Economies of Scale in

P1ant and Equipment

b = value of scale coefficient

ITEM OR PROCESS b r 0-6

1. ALUMTNUM REDUCTTON

Total plant and equipment
Total equipment

ATUMTNUM ROLLING

Total plant
Equipment

ALUMTNUM DRAT¡IING

Tota1 plant
Equipment

CEMENT

Equipment
Total plant

OXYGEN COMPRESSTON

2.

3.

4.

5.

93
95

.88

.81

1. 00
.92

1.06
.77

54

98
99

95
93

99
92

.06

.03

.16

.18

.it
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study has the advantage of being able to coll-ect data on a

greater proportion of a firms activity than is contained in
most engineering studies. Thus investigation was made of:
(1) the cost of individual- units of índustrial equipment,

(2) the initial investment. in plant and equipment, and

(3) operating costs namely labour, 
.ra\M 

materials, and

utilities. Unfortunately, neither the standard error in
the scal-e factor nor the correlation coefficient is given.

Instead scale factors between .90 and 1.10 r¡/ere arbitrarily
classified as not significantly different from one.

For basic industrial equipment out of a total 687

esÈimated scale coefficients 618 (90.0 percent) display

increasing returns and 50 (7.3 percent) show constant

returns. Decreasing retu.rns were observeA for only 19 scale

coefficients or 2.8 percent. Separate analysis was given

to equipment which would be likely to exhibit geometrical

relationships. For various types of containers the median

value of the scale coeffici-ent of between.60 and .69, is

consistent with the simple mathematics of surface area-

volume problems.

In other areas scale economies brere thought to be

substantial for the construction of plants. Rather than

aggregating equipment data investment economies \¡rere

estimated from data by engineers on building costs, equip-

ment costs, and labour involved in installation for complete

plants. Out of 22I scale coefficients 186 showed increasing

returns. Fina1l1z, the median scale coefficient is reported

to be .73.
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Vüithin operating costs for both labour and manage-

ment expenses scale coefficients considerably bel-ow one

\¡/ere observed. Scale economies were explained by the fact

tha.t workers were employed in process plants where typical
jobs are watching gauges, adjusLing valves, and making

repairs. For such tasks expansions in plant capacity

generally require a less than proportionate increase in

labour input.

Í\¿o main difficulties are encountered in engineer-

ing studies. First, engineering data generally 'encompasses

only technical aspects of the firms' operations. The

accuracy of a production function derived from engineering

data then varies inversely with the amount of labour input.

Moreover, while the nature of returns to scale may be

determined for a particular process or at the plant leve1

this does not apply to the firm. Higher management costs '
and selling expenses of the firm may offset increasing

returns at the plant level. Second, in combining physical

prócesses the functions must be independent and additive'

However, where it is necessary to synchronize the flow of

output resulting from different production pïocesses so as

to avoid "bottlenecks" such independence may not exist. As

a result engineering studies will be most useful where a

small nurnber of principle processes determine the basic

cost structure of the plant.
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Chapter ITI

Conclusions

Different interpretations may be made of the long

run average cost concept. At one exLreme long run average
ì

cost may be perceived as the relationship of production

and distribution costs to size when the ratio of the marginal

productivities of the inputs equal.s the ratio of their

inputprices.Thiswou1drequiretheexistenceofperfect1y

homogeneous inputs and. outputs, complete divisibility,
t.:

perfect competition, and an absence of fluctuations in

demand.

In engineering studies the cost-output relatíon-

ship investigated'tends toward the strictly theoretical

interpretation since capacity is varied while supply condi-

tions, product design, location, and technology are all held

constant. Moreover, since the cost curve is obtained

independent of demand conditions there is a complete adjust-

ment to present output. However, mod.ifications of simplified 
i

..

conventional price theory are generally necessary to relaLe 
,

to actual conditions of the scale-cost relationships. As '

another extreme case Stigler suggests that the long run

average cost concept relates to the effects of size on
ì

the abilíty to meet the problems of the total economic i'

environment such as inputs available in limited. size, obtain-

ing inputs of sufficiently high quality, instability of

demand, and ability to successfully differentiate the product

through advertising. Between the two extremes one may classify .:

the questionnaire and interview method and statistical production
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and cost analysis. Use of the questionnaire and interview

method has included stochastic economies of, scale associated

with greater demand. stability, qualitative changes in

inputs, and factor price changes. In stati-stical analysis

of the production function the specification of the

equations exclude qualitative changes in inputs but such

changes would enter into statistical cost analysis. Finally,

pecuniary economies and pecuniary dj-seconomies of scale

would be included in statistical cost analysis but excluded

from the statistical production function.

An economic theorist anxious to maintain the

convenience of working with models of pure or perfect com-

petition would not have difficulty in findi-ng grounds upon

which to crit.icíze the various cost est.imation techni-ques.

With respect to engineering estimates he might point out

that non-technical aspects are given insufficient treatmenÈ

so that the major source of diseconomies of scale,

increasing complexity of the managerial function is not

included. The findings of sÈatistical prod,uction and cost

analysis may be criticized on the grounds that the pro-

duction ånd cost functions are part of a sj-multaneous

system of equations. The survivor technique may be

criticized as having been applied to indusÈries in which

the degree of competition is grossly deficient, and in which

a multitude of external factors affect survi-vaI. Finally,

with reference to the questionnaire and. interview method

our pertinacious theorist might contend that, it is lud.icrous
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asl< businessmen ít they are efficien'b, especíally those

highly concentrated industries fearing dismemberment

anticombines authorities.

However, evaluating the existing empirical evidence

by examining each method of cost estimation in isolation

ignores the followj-ng important points. If engineering

estimates have neglected non-technical aspects such as

selling costs this does not apply to the survivor technique.

If sta'bisti cal production and cost analysis or the survivor

technique have been unable to indicate the direction of

causality in the size-cost relationship or control for the

effects of external factors engineering rtl-,ai.= fulfill

this need.. Further, while an absence of competition detracts

from the validit.y of survivor estimates, imperfect mobility

and variation of factor prices in cross section analysis of

the production funcLion may be an advantage in avoiding

the identification problem. Finally' while the question-

naire and j.nterview method may rely upon subjective infor-

mation the findings of engineering studies are based on the

laws of physics and chemistry. In fact it was seen that a

combining of different cost estimation techniques has occurred

in the case of statistical cost analysis and the question-

naire and interview technique. l"loreover, engineering studies

and statistical cost analysis were profitably used in

conjunction.

The results of testing the hypothesis whereby

unit costs decline, reach a minimum, and rise thereafter

are generally consistent. Of the studies examined' only two
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instances may be cited as supporting the tradi'Lional

hypothesis of a U-shaped long run average cost cutve.59

On]y study of the relationship between hours of flying time

and fuel consumption by Ferguson and halibut fishing by

Comitini and Huang indicate the likelihood of diseconomies

of scale. While the number of ind.ustries studied is sma]l,

the results agree well with those of an extensive survey

conducted by Wiles where in only 32 percent of the cases

r^ras a U-shaped relationship in evidence.59 One may state

then that the U-shaPed long

does not exist although the

in nature.60

run average cost curve generally

evidence is often non rigorous

The results indicate that the theoretical inter-

pretation of long run average cost does not require major

revision. Whether changes in factor prices, instability

of demand, ad.vertising expendituresr oI qualitative changes

in inputs were or were not present did not affect the

conclusion that the U-shaped cost curve is infrequently

encountered. Howeverr rro conclusions regarding the

importance of indivisibilities are warranted, since the

59. l{i]es, P.J.B. Price, cost, and output. oxford, oxford
University Press, L956.
see also walters, A.A. Production and cost functions:
an econometric survey. op. cit. p. 50-51.

60. This must be qualified to the extent that the question-
naire and intðrview method was not designed' to test the
overall shape of the cost function. AIso, the fact that
small outpuis were frequently associated \,fith mj-nimum
efficient scale could Ëe argued to increase the 1ike1i-
hood of diseconomies of scale, although costs may also
simply level off and become constanL.
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effects of indir,'isibi.lities were included in the resul-ts

of each cost estimaÈion technique. Thus, it does no't

follow that the long run average cost curve can be pre-

cisely defined in terms of the marginal conditions. None-

theless, the adequacy of tt¡e traditional theoretical

analysis is not impaired since the effects of indivisibiliLies

can be analyzed by t,he use of marginal productivity theory.
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